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ABSTRACT
E:
G e 0 g rap h i c ale x~ lor a t ion 0 f the e d d y and mea n fie i d sin the
world's oceans using moored instrumentation was concentrated in
the North Atlantic in the 1970s. Initial efforts to obtain zero- e:
order coverage in the North Pacific were begun with an array
across the Kuroshio Extension along 152"E with instruments in the
water from mid-1980 to mid-1982. An array designed to extend
this exploration zonally with long-term moorings east of 152" E at
mid-latitudes was first set in the fall of 1983, redeployed in
the fall of 1984, and recovered for the final time in late 1985.
The array was located along four lines of longitude, 165" E,
175"E, 175"W, and 152"W. Along the three westernmost longitudes,
24 one-year moori ngs were used, 12 each year, wi th three current
meters per mooring at nominal dept~s of 150, 650, and 4,000
meters. The eastern longitude, .152" E, was samplad by two
additional moorings, each with 3 current meters at the above
depths, which were deployed for a two-year period, a first for
t he Buoy Group.
This report addresses the technical activities associated
with the 1983-1985 array, referred to hereafter as "ZONAL".
1
I. SCIENTIFIC BACKGROUND
Observational efforts to obtain a data base for the North
Pacific comparable to that available in the North Atlantic
(Schmitz, 1984a; Schmitz tl g., 1983) were planned in the late
=
1970s. Long-term moored instrument observations spanning the
=
Kuroshio Extension were first obtained in 1980-1982. Thirty-
eight moored current-temperature meters were deployed for about
two years along 152"E from 28" to 41"(Figure 1). Ten moorings
were involved at a planned latitudinal spacing of 1.25 degrees in
the center of the array and 2 degrees at the extremes. Eac h
mooring had instruments at nominal depths of 500, 1200, and 4000
m, with four moorings also having instruments near 300 m depth as
well as 200 m off the bottom. Data and results from the first
setting of this array were discussed by Schmitz tl g. (1982),
and for the second setting and composite data set by Koblinsky tl
g. (1984), Ni i 1er tl g. (1985), Schmi tz (1984b, c), and Schmi tz
tl g. (1987). Technical considerations have been described in
some detail by Bradley (1982), and a data report is available
(Levy and Tarbell, 1983).
In 1983, 14 additional moorings were deployed in the North
Pacific (Figure 1, Table 1), in order to extend the exploration
near the Kuroshio Extension across the Pacific. These
measurements were also designed to expand the model-data
i n t e r com par i son s 0 f S ch m i t z and H 01 1 and (1 9 8 2 ) (s e e a 1 s 0 S c h m i t z
tl g. (1982) and Holland and Schmi tz (1985)) to the North
Pacific subtropical gyre, especially near the Kuroshio Extension.
Each .mooring had current-temperature meters at nominal depths of
2
150, 650, and 4000 m. This ZONAL exploration array was
redeployed in 1984 and recovered for the final time in 1985.'
Data from the first setting of these instruments have been used c
by Schmi tz and Holland (1986). Results from the composite array
(Schmitz, 1987, 1988) and a data report (Levy and Tarbell,
1987) are also available. c
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Fig. 1 Recent mooring locations in the North Pacific. The 1520E moorings
(Schmtz et a1., 1982) are denoted by X's, ZONAL exploration moorings
(Table 1) by squares. Depth contours (in fathoms) and feature names
taken from Chase et al. (1977).
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Longitude #l
(165°E)
4PN
39°N
37°N
35°N
33°N
31°N
Table 1
North Pacific Mooring Locations - ZONAL Exploration
Fall 1983 -- Fall 1985
Longitude #2
(175°E)
39°N
35°N
Longitude #3
(175°W)
410N
39°N
35°N
3PN
5
c:
=
Longitude #4
(152°W)
39°N
35°N
I I. TECHNI CAL BACKGROUND
A. Moor i nqs
The WHOI Buoy G~oup has been making in situ current velocity
measurements in the ocean since 1960. The majority of these
c:
meas ureme nt s are made from subs urf ac e, i nt e rme di ate moor i ngs. The
term "intermediate" refers to the fact that flotation, in the
form of clusters of glass balls, is distributed along the mooring
at intermediate depths as well as at the top. The balls a~e
distributed in such a way that if a component fails, there is
sufficient buoyancy remaining below the failed component to allow
recovery of the remainder of the mooring without dragging. All
moorings for the ZONAL experiment except two were of this type
(Fig. 2). The remaining two moorings were similar in design to
the intermediates, but tha upper flotation' consisted of a
syntactic foam sphere with 2,000 pounds of buoyancy. The sphere
provides the same buoyancy as 40 glass balls with one-seventh the
drag, thus improving the performance of the mooring in high
currents. Since high currents were anticipated at two mooring
sites in the western part of the array, sphere moorings were used
at those sites. Figure 3 illustrates the sphere mooring.
The WHOI Buoy GrQup moor i ngs are c onst ruc t e d of off - t he-
shelf components. The upper 2000 meters of the mooring uses wire
rope to minimize damage that could result from fish attack. The
depth range and effects of fish bite on mooring lines have been
documented by Berteaux and Prindle (1987), The wire rope used in
the ZONAL moorings was 3/16 inch in diameter, jacketed with
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Fig. 3 Typical WHOI Syntactic Sphere Mooring
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polyethylene, with a nominal breaking strength of 40DO pounds.
Below a depth of 2,000 meters these moorings used 1/4 inch
Kev1ar, which has a nominal breaking strength of 6,000 pounds.
Mooring components were connected with standard galvanized marine
c
hardware, 1. e. shackles, pear rings, eyebolts, etc. All mooring
c
design, fabrication, launch, and recovery work was done by the
WHOI Buoy Group. The shi p used was the Uni versi ty of
Washington's Research Vessel THOMAS G. THOMPSON.
A computer program enti tIed NOYFB (Moller, 1976) is used to
design each mooring. This program mathematically constructs the
mooring to the designer's specifications, subjects it to various
current profiles, and predicts resultant performance. Two
current profiles are usually tested. The first, or design
current, represents the currents that the mooring will experience
most of the time and must perform well in. The second is the
worst case current profile that the mooring must be able to
survive. Figures 4-6 show predicted performance of selected
moorings from the array.
A total of fourteen moorings were deployed at mid-latitudes
along four lines of longitude, 165"E, 175"E, 175"W and 152"W
(Fig 7). All were launched for the first time in the fall of
1983. The two moorings along 152"W were of two years duration,
and were recovered in the fall of 1985. The other twelve
moorings were recovered after one year on station in October,
1984, re-dep1oyed for another year, and recovered in the fall of
1985 during the same cruise the two-year moorings were recovered.
Mooring drawings with nominal positions and launch and recovery
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dates appear in Section V.
The decision to use two-year moorings at the eastern part c
of the array was based on several factors. In the early planning
stages the mooring cruises were to be in and out of either
Honolulu or Midway Island. The location of these two moorings
would have required several extra days of ship time to transit to
the site in order to turn the moorings around at the one year
c
point. By utilizing the two year mooring design which had been
developed and was in the process of being tested, a considerable
savings could be experienced. Test results in hand in early 1983
indicated a high probability of success for two-year deployments
of subsurface moorings.
use this new capability.
This array was the first opportunity to
1 4
B. Instrumentation c
Three types of current/temperature meters were used on the
ZONAL moorings. They were Vector-Averaging Current Meters c
(VACM), Vector-Measuring Current Meters (VMCM), and Ge odyne
Model 850 Current meters (850). The VACM and VMCM are
manufactured by E. G. & G. Sealink Systems. The 850 was built in
the early' 60s by Geodyne, a company which was later bought by
E. G. & G. There were 19 VACMs, 7 VMCMs, and 16 850s on the first
setting of the ZONAL array. The second setting consisted of 25
VACMs, 7 VMCMs, and 10 850s. The top current meter, at the 150
meter level on each of the ZONAL moorings, measured pressure in,
addition to current speed, direction, and temperature. The
pressure measurement' shows to what degree the mooring leans in
the current. It is also useful for determining the actual depth
of the current measurements, especially if the launch site is in
an area of rough bottom topography where actual depth of the
mooring anchor is uncertain. Some moorings also had pressure-
measuring current meters at the 650 meter level.
Geodyne Model 850 Current Meter
The 850 current meter (Fig 8) measures current flow using a
Savonius rotor and a direction-sensing vane, both mounted in a
protective cage below the electronics and battery housing. The
pressure housing, made of 7075-T6 aluminum, has an inside
1 5
Fig. 8 Geodyne 850 Current Meter
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E
1
ELECTRONICS
SECTION
(PC BOARDS) c:
TAPE
RECORDER
TAPE
CARTRIDGE
diameter of 6 inches and a wall thickness of 1/2 inch, allowing
deployments to a maximum pressure of 8,000 pounds per square inch
c
(about 5300 meters).
is 5, 000 pounds.
The Savonius rotor is an omnidirectional, cylindrical
Maximum tensile load across the instrument
c
sensor which rotates about a vertical axis in response to the
water flow. Sixteen magnets are equally spaced around the outer
perimeter of the top plate of the rotor. As the rotor turn$, a
magnetic reed switch above it closes each time a magnet passes,
The switch closures are counted for a specific time interval,
5.191 seconds, giving the rotation rate.
The vane senses the current direction with respect to the
instrument housing. Two parallel magnets are fitted to the top of
the vane, and spaced equidistant from the ce,nter of rotation.
Two parallel magnets with the same spacing from the center of
rotation are enclosed in a fluid-damped vane follower inside the
pressure case. They are magnetically coupled to the vane and free
to rotate, "following" the vane. The vane follower's position is
decoded by a 7-bit analog-to-digital converter, giving the
direction of current flow with respect to the instrument housing.
The housing's orientation with respect to magnetic north
is measured by an internal fluid-damped, gimbal1ed compass
mounted in the top of the instrument. The compass position is
also decoded by a 7-bit analog-to digital converter. The sum of
the compass and vane readings is the direction TO WHICH the
current is flowing (as opposed to conventional wind measurements,
in which the wind is measured FROM a particular direction).
1 7
Water temperature is measured by a thermistor, a device
whose electrical resistance varies with changes in temperature.
Mounted on the bottom end plate of the instrument housing, the
c:
thermistor senses the temperature of the end plate. The end
plate does not change temperature instantaneously with the
temperature of the water but has a time constant of about two
minutes.
Timekeeping and the initiation of each data recording cycle
are controlled by a solid-state quartz clock. The accuracy of the
clock is plus or minus 1 second per day.
The 850 is a burst-sampling current meter, meaning that a
c
short burst of data is recorded periodically. The length of the
burst, and the number of bursts sampled per unit time determine
how long the instrument will run. The battery, consisting of four
strings of 8 alkaline "D" cells, supplies enough energy to record
a full data tape regardless of the sampling scheme selected.
For this experiment one burst was recorded each hour, on the
hour. The burst length was 80 seconds. The data record, or
burst, for this experiment was composed of 15 "strobes" of data,
gathered at the rate of one strobe each 5; 27 seconds (Fig. 9)
Each strobe contains thirty-two bits of information, divided into
two 16-bit fields, the first of which is "rotor", the second is
"compass/ vanè". The first two bits of each 16-bit field are
zeroes, which leaves 14 bits in each field for data. The first
two strobes of each record are unique. The rotor field of the
first strobe of each record contains a fourteen bit temperature
word; the second strobe rotor field contains the 14 bit time
1 8
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Fig. 9 Data Format, 850 Current Meter
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STROBE 15
~I
word. The time word is a binary value whose least significant
bit has a weight of 15 minutes, the most significant bit c
representing 85 days and eight hours. Before deployment, the
clock is reset to all zeroes at a known time. This time is
logged on the data sheet. The clock counts up f~om the all
c:
zeroes condition, incrementing by one count each fifteen minutes.
The burst sampling rate has no effect on the time word, 1. e. if
the record rate is one hour, the clock word will advance by 4
each record, indicating that one hour, or four 15-minute bits,
has elapsed since the last recording cycle. If the record rate is
15 minutes, the clock word will increment by one, indicating that
15 minutes has elapsed since the last data record. The time word
on tape indicates the time at which the current meter began its
80 second data recording cycle. Later, during the data
processing, the "time of observation" of each record is adjusted
to fall in the center of the 80 second sample period. Fo~ strobes
3 through 15, the format reverts to rotor-compass-vane, each set
(strobe) sampled once every 5.27 seconds.
These data a~e recorded on an endless loop magnetic tape
cartridge containing 400 feet of 1/4 inch wide tape. The tape in
an endless loop cartridge moves in one direction only, feeding
from the center of the spool and taking up on the outside
per i me t e r. The recorder is fitted with a two-track head. The
data tracks are written one at a time; that is, the entire 400
feet of tape is written on track "A" first. At the end of track
"A", the passage of an end-of-tape marker, a piece of metallic
foil about an inch long glued onto the tape, is sensed by the
20
tape recorder, switching the data recording from track "A" to
track "B". Recording then continues on track "B" until the foil
is sensed again, but this time the foil sensor shuts the current
me t e r 0 f f .
In this experiment, as in most others, the data sampling is
chosen such that at the planned time of recovery, the current
meter will still be running. This is done partly to guard
against automatic shutoff malfunctions, but primarily to be able
to "mark" the data record after recovery with known events,
usually rotor spins, occurring at a known time, providing a check
c
c
on the clock. Also, ship scheduling can change, affecting
recovery schedules.
Vector-Averaqinq Current Meter (VACM)
The VACM (Fig. 10), designed at WHOI, uses the same vane and
Savoni us rotor as the 850. The instrument housing and the
rotor/vane protective cage assembly, however, are much stronger,
allowing a 10,000 pound tensile load across the instrument,
compared to 5,000 pounds for the 850. The pressure housing, made
of 7075-T6 aluminum, has an inside diameter of 6 inches and a
wall thickness of 3/4 inch, allowing deployment to a maximum
pressure of 10,000 pounds per square inch (about 6,700 meters).
Inside the pressure case, the VACM compass and vane follower are
similar to those used in the 850. They are housed in aluminum
cases, however, and contain no damping fluid. Dampi ng is
accomplished by the eddy currents of the moving magnets
interacting with the aluminum housing. The analog to digital
conversion of the compass and vane readings still utilizes a 7-
21
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bit converter, but with solid-state components capable of very
high interrogation rates. The compass or vane follower can be c
rea d at rat e sup to 1 00, 000 time s per s e con d.
The rotor motion is sensed by a magneto-diode rather than a
mechanical reed switch. The magneto-diode is a solid-state
c:
device whose resistance to electrical current flow changes when a
magnetic field is close by. The 16 magnets on the top rim of the
rotor are oriented with alternate north and south poles on the
outside edge. Each time a north and south magnet passage is
sensed, the current meter begins a computation cycle. In other
words, each time the rotor rotates one-eighth of a turn,
corresponding to the passage of 4.6 cm of water, the instrument
goe s through a c yc i e whi c h reads the compas s, re ads t he vane, and
adds the two numbers to get a resultant flow direction for that
4.6 cm water parcel. The vector computer then converts the
direction from polar coordinates to cartesian coordinates,
resulting in a signed value of x and y, or east and north, for
the direction of that parcel of water. These values are stored
in the east and north memory registers, respectively, completing
the data cycle. On the next 1/8 turn of the rotor, the cycle
repeats, and the new values of east and north are added to those
already in the storage registers. This summing process continues
over a specific time interval, called the record interval - in
the ZONAL experiment, 15 minutes (except for the two-year VACMs,
which had a record rate of 1/2 hour). At the end of the record
interval, the sums are written to tape, the East and North
registers are reset to zero, and the process begins again. For
23
example, if the current speed averaged one-half knot (25 cm/sec)
during the fifteen minute record interval, the vector averaged
current recorded for that interval would be the sum of 4,891
computation cycles.
Each tape record also contains a single instantaneous
c
re adi ng of the c ompas s and vane foIl owe r. Since only the c
vector-averages are saved and the raw data is lost, sensor
malfunctions would be more difficult to identify. For instance,
if the compass were to stick (remain in one position), and the
vane still functioned normally, it would be difficult to
determine from the data which sensor was malfunctioning.
Actuall~ if the instrument were not near another one, it might
be impossible to detect any malfunction at all. Thi s is why one
compass and vane follower value are written each record interval.
Like the 850, temperature is sensed by a thermistor mounted
in the bottom end plate of the instrument. Unlike the 850,
however, the thermistor is measured over the entire record
interval rather than burst-sampled.
The record cycle is initiated by the clock circuit. Li ke
the 850, the clock is quartz-controlled, with a maximum drift of
pI us or mi nus second per day. It also has a register
containing a time word which is part of the data record,
identifying the time at which the record was written on tape.
Since the data in a record has been accumulating for the fifteen
minute period preceding the writing of that record on tape, the
time of observation is adjusted backward during the data
processing by 7.5 minutes to coincide with the mid-point of the
vector-averaging period. Before deployment, the clock is reset
24
to the all-zeroes condition at a known time and counts up
incrementally from there. The time word is sixteen bits long -
the least significant bit representing a time increment of 7.5
minutes, each succeeding bit representing double the preceding
value, with the most significant bit equalling 170 days, 16
hours.
c
c
The data is recorded on a standard digital 300 foot
cassette in a four-track format. The standard racord length is
32 characters,of four bits each for a total of 128 bits. At a
fifteen-minute record rate, the cassette will hold 500 days of
da ta.
long.
East, North, Rotor, and Temperature each are 24 bits
The Time (clock) field and Compass/Vane field are each 16
bits long. The order of the variables on tape is: East, North,
Rotor, Compass/Vane, Time, Temperature. Extra variables on a
non-standard data record, Pressure,' for instance, are added to
the end of the data stream. The da ta forma t for t he pres sure-
recording VACMs on ZONAL is East, North, Rotor, Compass/Vane,
Time, Temperature, and Pressure, for a total of thirty-eight data
characters.
Power for the VACM is supplied by an alkaline battery pack
containing 70 "D" cells connected to provide voltages of +21,
-24, and +18 volts. Maximum deployment time using this battery
is 18-20 months, regardless of the record rate selected.
The two-year VACM power supply is a lithium thiony1-chloride
battery built by GTE.
half years.
Lifetime of this battery is two and one-
25
Vector-Measurinq Current Meter (VMCM)
c
The VMCM sensor is quite different than the 850/VACM. It
uses two pairs of vertical propellers, oriented ninety degrees
from each other (Fig 11). That is, if the axis of one propeller
c
set were oriented East-West, the other axis would be oriented
N'orth-South. Developed at the Scripps Institution of
Oceanography, (Weller and Davis, 1980) this instrument was
designed to measure currents accurately in the presence of
surface waves and vertical mooring motion. It is housed in a
7075-T6 aluminum tube with an inside diameter of 6 inches and a
wall thickness of 3/4 inch, allowing deployment to a maximum
pressure of 10,000 pounds per square inch - about 6,700 meters.
The tube is clamped into a frame made of type 316 stainless steel
which can accommodate tensile loads up to 10,000 pounds. The
propeller sets are designed with accurate co-sinusoidal response
and correctly average fluctuating flow.
sensing vane, only an internal compass.
There is no direction
Each propeller's
rotation rate and direction of rotation are sampled four times
per second by an internal microprocessor; the current direction
and velocity are computed, converted to East and North components
using the internal flux-gate compass as a reference, and summed
into the East and North storage registers. At the end of the
recording interval selected - fifteen minutes for the ZONAL
experiment - the summed vector components and the total propeller
values for each propeller set are written on tape. A c I oc k
record, instantaneous compass value, and temperature are also
26 '
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Fig. 11 Vector-Measuring Current Meter (VMCM)
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recorded.
Timing information and control are provided by a quartz
crystal controlled clock, like the other two current meter types.
This clock, however, is different in that it increments by one
E:
per record regardless of the recording rate selected. Expressed
c:
another way, the least significant bit of the 16-bit time word
represents the record interval; if the record rate is once per
hour, the clock LSB increments once per hour. . if the record rate
is sev~n and one-half minutes, the time word increments by one
each seven and one-half minutes, or 8 times per hour. The clock
actually functions more as a record counter than as a clock.
Temperature, as in the other two instrumént types, is
measured by a thermistor mounted in the end cap of the current
me t e r . The time constant of the end cap is approximately two
minutes. The ,thermistor is sampled for a very short period of
time, 33 milliseconds, at the beginning of each tape recording
c yc 1 e.
Of the seven VMCMs used in the first year's ZONAL
deployment, three were modified to record pressure. The second
year's deployment also used seven VMCMs with five modified to
record pressure.
The VMCM is unique among the three types of instruments used
in ZONAL in that the data can be accessed by a portable computer
or terminal using a connector in the top end cap, thereby
allowing verification of proper operation immediately before
launch or after recovery without having to open the pressure
case.
28
Because the VMCMs were new to us and their reliability was
not well known, they were deployed at the 650 meter level in the
array, a level given a lower priority by the Principal
Investigator.
~
c:
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I I 1. CRUI SES
E
The ZONAL array was deployed in the autumn of 1983, turned
around (recovered and re-deployed) one year later, and recovered
for the final time in the, fall of 1985. The same shi p was used GO
for all three cruises, the R/V THOMAS G. THOMPSON, operated by
the University of Washington in Seattle.
Each cruise consisted of two legs, with part or all of the
science party being replaced between legs. The mid-cruise stop
for the 1983 and 1984 cruises was Midway Island. In addition to
science party changes, mooring anchors for the next leg of the
cruise were loaded. at Midway, as the ship could not hold all
sixteen anchors (fourteen plus two spares) pius the rest of the
mooring equipment and ihstrumentation.
the 1985 cruise was Honolulu.
The mid-cruise stop for
1983 Cruise - 17 Oct-10 Dec 83
The 1983 cruise had as a primary goal the deployment of an
array of fourteen subsurface moorings with forty-two current
meters for Dr. William J. Schmitz, Jr. A secondary goal was an
XBT and CTD section along two lines of longitude, 175Q W. and
1650 E. from 29 to 43 degrees North for Dr. Terrence Joyce of
WHOI. This data is not discussed in this report. A tertiary
goal was the recovery of four subsurface moorings (Fig. 12-15)
for Dr. Bruce Taft and Dr. Gunnar Roden of the University of
Was hi ngton, pI us CTD work near the moori ngs and an XBT survey of
the Kuroshio Extension downstream of the southern pair of moorings.
30
E:
Leq I.
The R/V THOMAS G. THOMPSON sailed from Seattle on cruise
number 177 on October 17, 1983 at 0900 local time. The shi p
c:
headed southwest toward the site of the first mooring to be
launched, at 39°N., 152°W., arriving on 24 October. Enroute, the
shi p was slowed by heavy seas. The entire 1983 cruise was to be
plagued with much rough weather, causing numerous injuries and
making the deck work difficult.
ZONAL mooring no. 2 (Buoy Group Station No. 793), the
Group's first mooring intended for a deployment duration of two
'years, was launched on 24 October. ZONAL no. 1, (B.G. Station
No. 794), the second two-year mooring, was launched on October
25th.
The ZONAL mooring numbers, 1-14, were assigned to the
moorings of the array during the design process, as a means of
identification. The Buoy Group Station numbers, on the other
hand, are used as a data tracking tool and are assigned
seq uenti all y, as each moori ng is launched. Mooring 793, for
example, is the seven hundred ninety-third mooring the group has
launched since its inception. Each current meter data tape is
identified using the mooring number and a suffix indicating the
instrument's relative vertical,position on the mooring. For
instance, the data number of the top current meter on mooring 793
would be 7931; the third current meter from the top on mooring
number 823 would have a data number of 8233, a,nd so on.
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From mooring 794, the ship headed northwest towards 420 N.,
1750 W., the site of the first CTD station. CTD stations and
positions appear in Table 2. After CTD Station No.9, 2,000 E:
meters of nearly new CTD wire had to be cut off due to an
electrical short. This limited the maximum depth of CTD Station
No's 10-26 to 5,300 meters. A new reel of CTD wi re was c:
airfreighted to Midway Island for use on leg II.
Moorings 795-798 were launched without incident as the ship
proceeded south along the CTD section, although during the launch
of mooring 796, the wind was gusting over sixty knots, and the
Chief Scientist described the fantail as "very lively".
After the last CTD, at 28°N., 175°W., the ship headed
southwest to Midway Island, arriving on 8 November, 1983.
Table 3 summarizes the leg I mooring work.
personnel appear in Table 4.
Science
Leo II.
Leg II of the' 83 ZONAL cruise departed Midway Island at
1800 local time on November 10, 1983. The shi p proceeded
northwesterly to the first of six CTD stations planned near the
Taft moorings A and B (Figs. 12 and 13). See also cruise track
(Fig 17). CTD work and initial mooring work went well, but the
second mooring, Mooring A, had serious problems.
The acoustic release fired normally and the mooring began to
ascend. Before anything appeared on the surface, however, the
ascent of the release stopped. Range to the release was
minimized by moving the ship but three kilometers was the minimum
range obt ai nab1 e. The most logical conclusion seemed to be
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Station
No.
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
DA MJ YR
30 10 83
30 10 83
30 10 83
31 10 83
31 10 83
1 11 83
1 11 83
2 11 83
3 11 83
3 11 83
3 11 83
3 11 83
4 11 83
4 11 83
4 11 83
5 11 83
5 11 83
5 11 83
6 11 83
6 11 83
6 11 83
7 11 83
7 11 83
8 11 83
Table 2
CTD Stations taken on Leg I of
ZONAL Pacific Cruise, Fall 1983
Start
Time
(GMT)
224
1231
2148
1210
2025
533
1948
1817
38
941
1515
2103
414
1500
2035
244
954
2149
316
1021
2235
534
1207
52
Stop
Time
(GMT)
424
1410
2318
1335
2214
708
2137
1930
149
1105
1636
2250
547
1628
2222
409
1132
2228
506
1139
30
738
1332
203
North
Lati tude
42 45.01
42 0.07
41 15.08
40 30.00
39 44.96
39 0.00
38 15.06
37 29.98
36 45.13
36 0.01
35 39.98
35 19.94
35 0 . 00
34 40.14
34 20.00
34 0.12
33 14.98
32 29.96
31 44.35
30 59.92
30 15.00
29 30.03
28.45.00
28 1. 38
33
E:
West Pressure
Longitude' Maximum
(Decibars)
1750.02
175 0.06
174 59.99
174 59.99
175 0 . 00
175 0.00
175 0.30
175 0.10
174 59.96
175 0.01
175 0.02
1750.'22
175 0.30
174 59.88
174 59.87
174 59.94
174 59.91
175 0.06
174 59.00
175 0.06
17 5 0 . 00
1750.07
174 59.99
175 0.11
6275.0
6039.0
5989.0
5915.0
5997.0
5747.0
5797.0
4013.0
5071 .0
4983.0
4573.0
5315.0
5217.0
5265.0
5153.0
5169.0
5479.0
1919.0
5275.0
5213.0
5287.0
5271.0
5261. 0
5115.0
c
No.
793
794
795
796
797
798
EO
Table 3
A Sumary of the mooring work conducted during Leg I
of the R/V Thomas G. Thompson Cruise Numer 177
c:
Moorings Deployed
Date Launched Posi tion
24 Oct 83 380 57.57'N
152° 01. 82 'w
2'5 Oct 83 350 00.57'N
1520 00.67'W
31 Oct 83 4io 02.00'N
i 750 00.97 'w
1 Nov 83 . 380 56.92'N
174° 55.09'w
4 Nov 83 350 01.59'N
174° 58.29'w
6 Nov 83 3io 00.75'N
1750 03.10'W
34
E:
Table 4
c:
R/V Thomas G. Thompson, Cruise 177 Leg I
Seattle, Washington - Midway Island, i 7 Oct 83 - 8 Nov 83
i. Alfred J. Cies1uk
2. William M. Ostrom
3. John N. Kemp
4. William H. Horn
5. Brian F. Skelly
6. Roderigue A. LaRochelle
7. Marvel C. Stalcup
8. Robert C. Millard, Jr.
.9. Emile M. Bergeron
10. Marg aret M. Francis
II. Thomas Leahran
Chief Scientist WHO I
WHOI
WHOI
WHOI
WHOI
WHOI
WHOI
WHOI
WHO I
WHOI
Mooring Supervisor
Mooring Technician
Current Meter Technician
Current Meter Technician
Release Technician
CTD Technician
CTD Technician
CTD Technician
CTD Technician
Marine Technician Universi ty of Washington
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RADIO BUOY c
(JWR) 25 m
(JWR) 25 m
c:
(JWR) 25 m
CURRENT METER no
1326 of 500m
(JWR) 694 m
I m 0 i: CURRENT METER no
3135 of 1200 m
2184 m
TAFT MOORING A
.350 17.4' N
/670 0.3.1' E
1m
DCE CURRENT METER no500 of 3500m
350 m
INSTALLED 28 JUNE 82
PARTIAL RECOVERY
(RELEASE & BOTTOM CURRNT METER)
BY DRAGGING i 7 NOV 83
DACS 723 A RELEASE
1580 m
0=1-17" GLASS SPHERE
5580 m ANCHOR
Figure 12 Taft Mooring A
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TAFT MOORING
34° 19.2' N
16r 02.9~ E
INSTALLED 30 JUNE 82.
B
RECOVERED 16 NOV 83
0=1-17", GLASS SPHERE
5831m
(JWR) 25 m
(JWR) 25 m
(JWR) 25 m
(JWR) 694 m
2184 m
350 m
1843 m
1m
o Q:
1m DlE
RADIO BUOY
c
c
CURRENT METER no
2129 of 500m
CURRENT METER no
3185 at 1200m
-
..
CURR::Ni METER no
2265 of 3500m
DACS 723 A RELEASE
i
I
~ 1300 #: ANCHOR
;~~);" ~:.:~;x'.w./",,':(,.
Figure 13 Taft Mooring B
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(JWR) 25 m
(JWR) 25 m
(JWR) 25 m
(JWR) 694 m
1m
o ff
2184 m
ïAFï MOORING C
380 58.2' N
1710 06.0' E
1m DlE
1417 m
L\JSïALLED 14 JULY 82
RECOVERED 24 NOV 83
1m
50 m
0=1-17''' GLASS SPHERE
580 m
5705 m
Figure 14 Taft Mooring C
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RADIO BUOY
c
c
CURRENT METER no
1323 at 500 m
CURRENT METER no
1807 at 1200m
CURRENT METER no
1324 at 3500m
CURRENT METER no
2266 at 5000m
DACS 743 A RELEAS::
ANCHOR
TAFT MOORNG D
-00 2.0.3' N,)~
1700 49.7/ E
INSTALLED 15 JULY 82.
NOT RECOVERED
O=I-Il/GLASS SPHERE
62.40 m
RADIO BUOY
(JWR) 2. 5 m
c
(JWR) 2.5 m(JWR) 2.5 m c
CURRENT METER no,
2.163 af 500m
(JWR) 694 m
I m Oll CURRENT METER no
1833 at 12.00m
2.184m
m
o (§ CURReNT METER 1702.118 of 3500m
350 m
DACS 743 A RELEASE
2.000 m
1800 # ANCHOR
~~~A~~~
Figure is Taft Mooring D
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MOORING A
AS LAUNCHED
RADIO BUOY
CURRENT
METER
BALLS
RELEASE
~.;.
Break
DACRON LINE
BREAKS
LINE BELOW
RELEASE, fOULED
r=
c:
RELEASE fiRED,
RISES UNTIL TANGLED
LINE FETCHES UP
Fig. 16 Taft Mooring A failure and dragging procedure
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Fig. 17 Cruise Track, R/V THO~mS G. THOMPSON Cruise No. 177,
17 Oct 83 - 10 Dec 83.
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100.W
600N
c
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100. W
that the mooring had parted somewhere in the 2,184 meter dacron
section and the remainder of the dacron had fallen to the sea c
floor, tangling with the line below the release (Fig. 16). When
the release fired, the glass balls remaining pulled it up until
it fetched up on the tangle.
The decision was made to drag for the mooring using the
c
trawl wire. The drag was s ucc es s ful, and prove d the fai I ure mode
was as suspected - the line below the release was fouled with
dacron from above the current meter. Recovered items were the
release, one current meter, and six glass balls.
An XBT survey downstream of the two moorings was done next
for Taft/Roden, followed by the launch of moorings 799 and 800.
Mooring 799 was launched about 20 miles north of its intended
position of 35°N., 175°E. because of a seamount discovered there
during the pre-launch bottom survey.
Leaving mooring 800 and steaming west to the second pair of
Taft moorings for CTDs and mooring recoveries, another mooring
failure was encountered - seemingly identical to the earlier
fai 1 ure of moori ng A. Again, when the release on mooring D was
fired, the release started to ascend, then stopped. This time,
however, _ worsening weather and approaching darkness precluded a
dragging attempt. With the promise of another day of bad weather
and cruise time running out, the decision was made to abandon the
mooring. Disable commands were sent to the release, and we left
the area, hoping to return in 1984 for a dragging attempt if the
release was still responding.
The ship steamed northwest to 43°N., 165QE. to begin the
42
CTD/Mooring section (Tables 5 and 6). XBTs were taken every
fifteen minutes of latitude from 43°N. to 300N. The moori ng work
c
was routi ne wi th one excepti on. Mooring 805 was launched
normal i y. The release was tracked to the bottom acoustically,
and the normal post-launch testing was done. This testing
c
consists of sending interrogate signals to the transponder to
measure the range to the release, and testing the enable and
disable functions. Tests are also done using different power
levels to ascertain whether or not the receiver has weak spots,
or "holes"; 1. e. certain power levels which it will not respond
to. All tests done, the ship got underway and was leaving the
area when the radio transmitter was heard, indicating that the
radio float was on the surface. The mooring was recovered.
During the recovery, repeated attempts were made to interrogate
the relea~e wi th negati ve resul ts. When the release, or rather,
the release tension rod, came aboard the mystery was solved. The
release had imploded and separated from the mounting clamps,
taki ng one clamp wi th it. the tension rod was bent, and yellow
paint near the bottom of it suggested the release had exited
downward. One glass ball about two meters away from the release
had also imploded. Sympathetic implosion is suspected, although
which one went first will never be known.
At the time of failure the release was about 10 years old
and had been deployed several times for periods of one year at
depths greater than 5,000 meters. The depth of the release at
this failure was 6,236 meters, about two percent deeper than its
rated depth. Although the consensus on board was that the safety
43
Station
No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
DA MO YR
14 11 83
15 11 83
15 11 83
15 11 83
15 11 83
16 11 83
20 11 83
21 11 83
24 11 83
25 11 83
26 11 83
26 11 83
26 11 83
27 11 83
27 11 83
27 11 83
28 11 83
28 11 83
29 11 83
30 11 83
1 12 83
1 12 83
2 12 83
2 12 83
3 12 83
3 12 83
4 12 83
4 12 83
Table 5
CTD Stations taken on Leg II of
ZONAL Pacific Cruise, Fall 1983
Start
Time
(GMT)
1926
109
838
1421
1943
401
953
2020
521
2102
438
1059
1709
601
1142
1936
939
1726
1012
1306
503
1432
32
831
417
2205
848
2042
Stop
Time
(GMT)
2056
235
1007
1544
2105
522
1117
2137
700
2222
600
1220
1818
716
1319
2057
1119
1845
1137
1508
650
1639
219
1027
617
2359
1044
2224
North
Latitude
33 0.00
32 40.00
33 19.84
33 39.83
34 0.03
34 20.00
35 21. 70
39 1. 40
39 21. 41
43 0.15
42 14.27
41 44.90
41 15.00
40 45 .10
40 14.83
39 29. 80
38 44.37
37 59.80
37 17.10
36 0.69
35 5 .60
34 28.35
33 59.90
33 29.90
32 44.95
31 59.90
30 58.70
30 30.00
44
East
Longitude
167 0.00
166 59.99
167 0.65
167 0.10
167 0.07
167 0.10
174 59.80
175 0.20
170 44.84
165 0.03
164 58.48
164 59.70
165 0.20
165 0.10
164 57.91
164 59.90
164 59.71
164 59. 80
165 O. 00
164 59.64
165 0.90
165 2.04
165 0.10
164 59.80
165 0.00
165 0.00
164 58.80
164 59.30
c
Pressure
Maximum
(Decibars)
6111.0
6153.0
6211.0
6103.0
6125.0
5847.0
5077 .0
5001.0
6363.0
5505.0
5083.0
4899. 0
5105.0
5519.0
5557.0
5275.0
5399.0
5535.0
3869.0
5591. 0
6053.0
6037.0
6207.0
6259.0
6375.0
6123.0
6183.0
6039.0
c:
Table 6
A Summary of the Mooring Work conducted during Leg II of
R/V Thomas G. Thompson Crùïse Number 177 c
Moorings Deployed
No. Date Launched Posi tion c:
799 20 Nov 83 350 15.95'N 1750 00.41' W
800 22 Nov 83 390 00.15'N 1750 00.03' E
801 27 Nov 83 410 06.94'N 1650 02.60'E
802 28 Nov 83 380 58.9'N 1640 58.0' E
803 30 Nov 83 370 01. 71'N 1650 01.03 'E
804 1 Dec 83 350 00.6'N 1650 02.39'W
*
805 2 Dec 83 320 59.35 'N 1640 59.51' E
806 3 Dec 83 330 00.8 i N 1650 00.03' E
807 4 Dec 83 300 59.8'N 1650 OO.O'E
*
Moor ing 80S failed due to acoustic release implosion, was recovered 2 Dec 83,
and re-launched as Mooring 806 with a new release.
Moorings Recovered
No. Date Launched Da te Recovered Posi tion
B 30 Jun 82
28 Jun 82
16 Nov 83
17 Nov 83
24 Nov 83
340 19.2'N 1670 02.9'E
*
A 350 17.4'N 1670 03.1 E
c 14 Jul 82 380 58.2'N 17P 06.0'E
*
Mooring A was partially recovered (the acoustic release and one current meter) by
dragging.
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c:
Table 7
R/V Thomas G. Thompson, Cruise Numer 177 Leg II
Midway Island - Guam, 10 Nov 83 - IO Dec 83
c:
1. George H. Tupper
2. R. David Simoneau
3. John B. Reese
4. Joseph R. Poirier
5. Craig D. Marquette
6. Scott E. Worrilow
,Chief Scientist
Release Technician
WHO I
WHOI
WHOI
WHOI
WHOI
WHOI
WHOI
WHOI
WHOI
WHO I
WHOI
Mooring Supervisor
Mooring Technician
Current Meter Technician
Current Meter Technician
7. Marguerite E. Zemanovic
8. Terrence M. Joyce
9. Ronald Kroll
10. Thomas Crook
11. Cynthia H. Lanyon
12. Edward Seifert
Data Processor
Associate Scientist
CTD Technician
CTD Technician
CTD Technician
Current Meter Technician
13. Dennis Root Current Meter Technician
Oregon State University
Oregon State University
University of Washington14. John Konecki Marine Technician
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factor used when rating these units was probably greater than 2
percent, when the mooring was re-Iaunched, the replacement
release was moved up to just within its rated depth capability.
The weather was poor throughout the cruise, with winds
c
averaging 30-35 knots and seas of 10-20 feet. The moori ng work
c
went well in spite of this and no instruments were banged on the
rail or the deck during launch. After launch of the last
mooring, one more CTD was done at 30030' N after which the Ship
headed for Guam, arriving on the morning of 10 December 1983.
Personnel on the cruise are shown in Table 7.
1984 Crui se - 19 Sep-3 Nov 84
Tne goal of the 1984 ZONAL cruise was to recover and re-
,deploy 12 subsurface moorings launched the previous year. A
secondary goal was the occupation for a second year of two CTD
sections, one along 1650 E., t.he other along 1750 W., both sections
extending from 28°N. to 44°N., for Dr. Terrence Joyce. The
cruise would be staged out of Honolulu, with a stop in Midway
Is i and to change pe rs onne i and load the remai ni ng anc hors. The
cruise track is shown in Figure 18.
Leo I.
The first leg of R/V THOMAS G. THOMPSON cruise no. 184
departed Honolulu on the 19th of September, 1984, one day later
than planned. The reason for the late departure was the
discovery enroute to Honolulu of a crack in the hull below the
waterline on the starboard bow. Repairs to the hull took an
47
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Fig. 18 Cruise Track, R!V THOMAS G. THOMPSON Cruise No. 184,
19 Sept 84 - 3 Nov 84.
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Station
No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
DA M) YR
23 9 84
25 9 84
27 9 84
27 9 84
28 9 84
28 9 84
29 9 84
29 9 84
30 9 84
30 9 84
1 10 84
1 10 84
1 10 84
2 10 84
2 10 84
3 10 84
3 10 84
4 10 84
4 10 84
5 10 84
5 10 84
5 10 84
5 10 84
6 10 84
7 10 84
7 10 84
7 10 84
8 10 84
8 10 84
12 10 84
13 10 84
Table 8
CTD Stations taken on Leg I. of
ZONAL Pacific Cruise, Fall 1984
Start
Time
(GMT)
1205
1127
1050
1827
846
1905
640
1351
702
1931
115
701
2007
1507
2221
443
1751
531
1239
42
947
1544
2124
308
626
1220
1801
53
914
1328
2317
*
West Longitude, Sta. 1 only
Stop
Time
(GMT)
1238
1236
1203
1937
LOLL
2030
804
1519
829
2058
246
857
2208
1644
2352
606
1857
649
1346
158
1111
1700
2250
424
740
1330
1801
206
1039
1442
31
North
Latitude
24 40 .10
26 50.17
28 59.99
30 0.27
30 45.29
30 59.78
31 30.60
32 15.10
33 0.01
33 30.03
33 59.97
34 33.25
35 0.05
35 30.07
36 0 . 06
36 30.00
37 1.80
37 45.13
38 29.96
39 0.02
39 15.00
39 45.12
40 15. 17
40 46. 30
41 14.55
41 44.96
42 15.09
43 0.06
44 0.14
39 O. 11
35 16.00
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East
Longi tude
*175 0.40
174 59. 64
164 59.61
165 0.14
164 59.58
165 0.16
165 1. 10
165 0.00
165 0.03
164 59.96
165 0.00
165 3.06
165 0.00
164 59.96
165 0.02
164 59.97
165 1.19
164 59.84
164 59.78
164 59.99
165 0.17
165 0.22
165 0.19
164 58.78
165 3. 15
164 59.98
164 59.96
165 0.00
164 59.98
175 0.07
175 0.03
c:
Pressure
Maximwn
(Decibars)
1999.0
5703.0
5969.0
5919.0
5845.0
6155.0
6037.0
6261.0
6375.0
6293.0
6245.0
6071. 0
5997.0
5995.0
5617 .0
5651. 0
4623.0
5449.0
4845.0
5433.0
5379 . 0
5535.0
5557.0
5485.0
5193.0
4889 . 0
4761.0
5509.0
5837.0
5009.0
5027.0
c:
ext ra day.
A course was set for 29°N., 165°E., the position of the c
first CTD station (Table 8). Along the way, two test stations
were taken to verify proper CTD operation.
Mooring work for this leg was the recovery of moorings 799-
804, and 806-807. Replacement moorings for the second year's
deployment were numbered 815-819 and 821-823 (Table 9). As on
the 1983 cruise, mooring work was routine except for one mooring,
c:
number 820. During the final checks on the release after it was
on the bottom, the release malfunctioned and fired, releasing the
anc hor. The mooring was recovered and re-deployed with a fresh
release as mooring 821. Mooring 820' s release problem was found
to be electrical arcing between two adjacent circuit connector
pins each time the ping~r pinged, causing a false fire signal.
This problem did not show up on the release lowering test.
Be~ore deployment, each release is tested to 2, 000 meters on the
CTD wire as a final check on its operation in the water, at
temperature and pressure. Later testing showed the transducer
was a little loose inside the rubber boot, raising the
possibility that if the transducer shifted somehow at the greater
pressure below 5,000 meters, it could have overloaded the pi nger
drive circuitry, causing the arcing that sent the false fire
signaL.
After finishing the 165°E. work, the ship headed for the
site of the failed Taft mooring D which had been abandoned the
previ ous year. On arrival, nothing could be heard from the
release. Without acoustic contact, it was felt that a dragging
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Table 9
A Sumary of the Mooring Work conducted during Leg I of c:
R/V Thomas G. Thompson Cruise Numer 184
Moorings Recovered
No. Date Launched Date Recovered Position
807 4 Dee 83 28 Sep 84 300 59.8'N 1650 OO.OO'E
c:
806 3 Dee 83 30 Sep 84 330 00.8'N 1650 00. 03 ' E
804 1 Dee 83 1 Oct 84 350 00.6'N 1650 02.39'E
803 30 Nov 83 3 Oct 84 370 01. 7l'N 1650 01.03'E
802 28 Nov 83 4 Oct 84 380 58.9'N 1640 58.0'E
801 27 Nov 83 6 Oct 84 410 06.94' N 1650 02.6'E
800 22 Nov 83 12 Oct 84 390 00.15'N 1750 00.03'E
799 20 Nov 83 13 Oct 84 350 15.95'N 1750 00.41' E
Moor ing s Deployed
No. Date Launched Posi tion Replaced Mooring No.
815 29 Sep 84 310 02.13'N 1640 55.05 E 807
816 30 Sep 84 330 00.3'N 1640 58.9'E 806
817 2 Oct 84 340 59.66'N 1640 59.65' E 804
818 4 Oct 84 370 02.59'N 1650 02.4'E 803
819 5 Oct 84 380 59.48 i N 1640 59.42'E 802
*
820 6 Oct 84 410 06.64'N 1650 03.52'E 801
821 6 Oct 84 410 04.86 i N 1650 02.85'E 820
822 12 Oct 84 380 59.61 'N 1750 00.74'E 800
823 14 Oct 84 350 16.51 'N 1740 56.95'E 799
*
Mooring 820 failed due to acoustic release malfunction, was recovered 6 Oct 84, and
re-launched as Mooring 821 with a new release.
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Table 10
R/V Thomas G. Thompson, Cruise Number 184 Leg I
Honolulu - Midway Island, 19 Sep 84 - 16 Oct 84
1 . George H. Tupper
2. R. David Simoneau
3. Scott Worrilow
4. John B. Reese
5.. Carol A. Mills
6. Cynthia H. Lanyon
7. Roderigue A. LaRochelle
8. Kelly G. Luetkemeyer
9. Kevin Lange
10. Robert E. McDevitt
11. Marvel C. Stalcup
12. Douglas Kaye
13. Thomas Leahman
Chief Scientist
Mooring Supervisor
Release Technician
Mooring Technician
Data Processor
CTD Technician
Release Technician
Mooring Technician
Mooring Technician
CTD Technician
CTD Technician
Guest Investigator
Marine Technician
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r=
r=
WHO I
WHO I
WHO I
WHOI
WHOI
WHO I
WHOI
WHO I
WHO I
WHOI
WHO I
Burlington Battery Corp.
Uni versi ty of Washington
operation would be futile because of the poor navigation
available. c:
The rest of the mooring work went well. The moori ngs had
been designed with wire and Kevlar re-usability in mind; 74% of
the wire was re-used, 77% of the Kevlar was. The last mooring to
be launched was number 823. From there, the shi p steamed
southeast for Midway Island, arriving on October 16, 1984.
Leg I Cruise personnel are shown in Table 10.
c:
Lea 11.
The second leg of the 1984 ZONAL cruise departed Midway
Island on the 19th of October at 1400 local time enroute to
position 28°N., 175°W., where the first CTD station (number 32 of
the cruise) was taken. From there the cruise proceeded north
along 1750 W. taking XBTs every 15 minutes of 1ati tude and CTDs at
positions designated by Dr. Terrence Joyce (WHOI) prior to the
cruise. Throughout the second leg of the cruise a total of 24
CTD stations were made. Table 11 summarizes them.
The mooring work conducted consisted of turning around four
subsurface current meter moorings as they were encountered during
the t rip nort hward. Four moorings that had been deployed in 1983
were to be recovered and re-deployed with fresh instrumentation
for an additional year, thereby occupying each mooring site for
two years. Following the recovery of each mooring a replacement
mooring with the same instrument placement (but not necessarily
the same current meter type) was deployed (Table 12).
All of the mooring operations were routine with the
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Station
No.
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
DA M) YR
19 10 84
19 10 84
20 10 84
20 10 84
21 10 84
21 10 84
22 10 84
22 10 84
22 1084
23 10 84
, 24 10 84
24 10 84
24 10 84
24 10 84
26 10 84
25 10 84
26 10 84
26 10 84
26 10 84
27 10 84
27 10 84
28 10 84
28 10 84
28 10 84
Table 11
CTD Stations taken on Leg II of
ZONAL Pacific Cruise, Fall 1984
Start
T iin
(GMT)
1338
2339
841
1553
1359
2120
426
1032
1739
255
132
823
1456
2150
411
1107
706
1356
2120
1510
2212
512
1156
1858
Stop
Time
(GMT)
1534
100
1008
1712
1525
2245
523
1200
1904
1613
255
941
1625
2302
526
1238
837
1531
2248
1636
2319
644
1334
2030
North
Latitude
28 0.22
29 0.02
29 59.98
30 39.91
31 19.98
32 0.01
32 40.00
33 20.01
33 59.97
34 40.18
35 20.28
36 O. 16
36 40.03
37 19.82
38 0.06
38 40.08
39 20.00
39 59.91
40 40.01
41 19.88
42 O. 00
42 39.96
43 19.78
44 0.00
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West
Longi tude
174 59.44
175 0.15
175 0.05
175 0 .05
175 0.01
175 0.03
174 59.99
175 0.37
175 0.03
174 59.98
174 59.30
175 0.20
174 59.99
175 0.16
174 59.92
175 0.00
174 59.94
175 0.01
175 0.10
174 59.86
175 0.04
175 0 . 21
175 0.22
175 0.21
E:
Pressure
Maximum
(Decibars)
c:
5241.0
5437.0
5419.0
5461.0
5703.0
5777.0
3765.0
5601. 0
5677 .0
5531.0
5275.0
50ll.0
5857.0
4687.0
4691.0
5779 . 0
5587.0
6003.0
5953.0
5963.0
5919.0
6129.0
6513.0
5813.0
Table 12
t:
A Sumry of the Mooring Work conducted during Leg II of
R/V Thomas G. Thompson Cruise Numer 184
Moorings Recovered t:
No. Date Launched Date Recovered Posi tion
798 6 Nov 83 21 Oct 84 310 00.75 'N
1750 03.10'W
797 4 Nov 83 23 Oct 84 350 01.59'N
1740 58. 29 i W
796 I Nov 83 25 Oct 84 380 56.92'N
1740 55.09'W
795 31 Oct 83 27 Oct 84 410 02.00' N '
1750 00.97'W
Moorings Deployed
No. Date Launched Position Replaced Mooring No.
824 21 Oct 84 310 01. 14'N 798
175° 03.72'w
825 23 Oct 84 35° 03.17' N 797
174° 57.99'W
826 26 Oct 84 38° 56.83'N 796
174° 56.08 'w
827 27 Oct 84 41° 01. 40 'N 795
175° 01. 26 'w
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c:
Table 13
R/V Thomas G. Thompson, Cruise Numer 184 Leg II
Midway Island - Honolulu, 19 Oct 84 - 3 Nov 84
c:
1. Richard P. Trask Chief Scientist WHOI
2. William M. Ostrom Mooring Supervisor WHOI
3. Matthew R. Gould Mooring Technician WHO I 
4. William Sadler Mooring Technician WHO I 
5. Scott E. Worrilow Release Technician WHO I 
6. William H. Horn Current Meter Technician WHO I 
7. Ellen Levy Data Processor WHOI
8. Ronald Kroll CTD Technician WHO I 
9. Margaret M. Francis CTD Technician WHOI
10. Jane A. Dunworth CTD Technician WHOI
11. William G. Metcalf Guest Investigator WHOI
12. John Konecki Marine Technician University of Washington
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exception of mooring 797. During the recovery of the third
cluster of glass balls it was necessary to make use of several
crosby clips in order to transfer the active part of the mooring
c:
to the rehaul winch. When the transfer was made, the crosby
clips could not hold the tension, allowing the remaining part of
the mooring (1567 meters of wire rope, the fourth cluster of
c:
glass balls, and an acoustic release) to go adrift. Meanwhi Ie,
the third cluster of balls still had to be brought aboard before
the ship could go off searching for the lower part of the
moori ng. While recovering the third cluster of glass balls, a
similar failure occurred (slipping crosby clips). As a result,
the glass ball cluster dropped back into the water. The ship's
crew then had to re-maneuver the ship so that the glass balls
could be recovered. o.n c e t hat c Ius t e r was 0 n boa r d, the c Ius t e r
of balls and re1~ase that were adrift were re-10cated by
navigating on the acoustic release. Course changes were made to
minimize acoustic ranges until visual contact could be made. The
night recovery made it necessary for the ship to get relatively
close (.15 km) to the glass ball cluster before it could be
spotted.
Throughout the mooring work every attempt was made to save
as much of the recovered mooring wire and Kev1ar as possible for
re-use on the replacement moorings. As a result of the mooring
design and care taken during recovery, 62% of the wire and 88% of
the Kevlar were re-used'during the leg II operations.
Following the last mooring operation, the cruise continued
to the north taking CTD stations. The final CTD station of the
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cruise (number 55) was taken at 440 N., 1750 W. From there the
ship steamed southeast toward Hawaii, arriving in Honolulu on the
3rd of November, 1984.
Personnel on leg II appear in Table 13.
c:
c:
1985 Cruise - 24 Sep-2 Nov 85
The goal of the third ZONAL cruise was the successful
recovery of 14 subsurface moorings with 42 current meters for Dr.
William J. Schmitz, Jr. A secondary goal was the recovery of two
moorings along 152°W., requested by Dr. Peter Niiler, Scripps
Institution of Oceanography.
Leo I.
Leg I of the 1985 ZONAL cruise sailed from Seattle on 24
September, 1985. As the 1983 crui se had more than its share of
bad weather, this cruise was to have almost no bad weather.'
Arriving at the site of the first mooring to be recovered,
Niiler's mooring number 193, the release fired the first time,
the mooring was recovered, and we were on our way in about 3
hours. On September 30, the ship arrived at the site of the
first two-year mooring, mooring number 793. This mooring, like
794, the other two-year mooring, had tandem acoustic releases
mounted side-by-side such that proper actuation of either of them
would release the mooring from the anchor. One of the releases
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Table 14
c:
A Sumary of the Mooring Work conducted during Leg I of
R/V Thomas G. Thompson Cruise Numer 191
c:
Moorings Recovered
No. Date Launched Date Recovered Posi tion
*
193 May, 1984 29 Sep 85 42°N
152°W
793 24 Oct 83 30 Sep 85 38° 57.57'N
1520 01.S2'W
794 25 Oct 83 I Oct 85 35° 00.57'N
152° 00.67'W
*
192 May 1984 3 Oct 85 28°N
152°W
*
Moorings 192 and 193 were not part of the ZONAL experiment, but belonged to
Dr. Peter Niiler of the Scripps Institution of Oceanography, and were
recovered at his request.
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. c:
Table 15
R/V Thomas G. Thompson, Cruise Numer 191 Leg I
Seattle - Honolulu, 24 Sep 85 - 5 Oct 85
c:
1. George H. Tupper Chief Scientist WHO I 
2. William M. Ostrom Mooring Supervisor WHOI
3. Steven P. Longworth Mooring Technician WHOI
4. Bryan S. Way Current Meter Technician WHO I 
5. Craig D. Marquette Current Meter Technician WHOI
6. Ellen Levy Data Processor WHOI
7. Samuel Hocker Mooring Technician University of Miami
8. Thomas Leahman Marine Technician University of Washington
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had a lithium receiver battery, the other an alkaline battery and
an electronic cycling clock which let the receiver listen one
hour out of four, saving 75% of the power necessary for the
E:
receiver. Both releases on mooring 793 answered the first time.
The clock release was arbitrarily chosen to release this mooring.
It fired the first time. Because it was the middle of the night,
the ship was navigated acoustically very close to the mooring
c:
before release. As a result, the radio float surfaced within 200
yards of the s hi p.
puring recovery of this mooring, the releases caught under
the counter of the fantail, ripping the protective transducer
cage off the lithium release. Later on in the cruise, this
release fired in the lab when a door slammed.
further in section iv.
Mooring 794, the other two-year mooring, had to be fired
This is discussed
using the clock release because the lithium release would not
fi reo It received all commands and responded to them, but would
not accept the fire command. After recovery, the firing battery
was found completely discharged, the result of a leaky squib.
The remaining mooring to be recovered, Niiler's mooring
number 192, was recovered without difficulty and the ship headed
southwest to Honolulu, arriving on the fifth of October, 1985.
A summary of Leg i mooring operations appears in Table 14.
Cruise personnel are shown in Table 15.
Le q 11.
The purpose of this leg was to recover the remaining eight
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8321 4143 m
3 ball radio float w/lite
Data No. Depth
2 m ," chain
1 7" balls
10 m i" wire
=
VACM
10 m i" wire
8322 4155 m VACM
10 m i" wire
4167 m .. #324 Test release w/lithiur battery;
Release mechanism disabled
10 m i" wire
4179 m .. #502821
Test release w/ clock and
alkaline battery;
Release mechanism disabled
10 m i" wire
4191 m Acoustic release w/lithiur
battery
3 m," chain
10 m 3/4" nylon
chain
ch..w,L - - - - .-
WOODS HOLE OCEANOGRAPHIC INSTITUTION
WOODS HOLE. MASS. 02543
TITLE MOORING 832
Extended Subsurface
Position: 20049.5'N
Launched 19 Oct 85
Test Mooring
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Fig. 19 Extended Duration Subsurface Mooring
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Fig. 20 Cruise Track, R/V THOMAS G. THOMPSON Cruise No. 191,
24 Sep 85 - 2 Nov 85.
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Table 16
A Sumry of the Mooring Work conducted during Leg II of c:
R/V Thomas G. Thompson Cruise Numer 191
Moorings Recovered
No. Date Launched Date Recovered Position
c
824 21 Oct 84 17 Oct 85 31 ° 0i.14'N 175° 03.72'W
825 23 Oct 84 18 Oct 85 35° 03.17'N 174° 57.99'W
826 26 Oct 84 19 Oct 85 38° 56.83 'N 174° 56.08 'w
827 27 Oct 84 20 Oct 85 41 ° 0L.40'N 175° 0i.26'W
823 14 Oct 84 22 Oct 85 35° 16.5lN 174° 56.95 'E
822 12 Oct 84 23 Oct 85 38° 59.6lN 175° 00.74 'E
821 7 Oct 84 25 Oct 85 41° 04.86'N 165° 02.85'E
819 5 Oct 84 ,25 Oct 85 38° 59.48'N 164° 59 .42 ' E
818 4 Oct 84 26 Oct 85 37° 02.59'N 165° 02.40'E
817 2 Oct 84 27 Oct 85 34° 59.66'N 164° 59.65'E
816 30 Sep 84 27 Oct 85 33° 00.30'N 164° 58.90 'E
815 29 Sep 84 28 Oct 85 31 ° 02.13'N 164° 55.05'E
No.
Moorings Deployed
Date Launched Position
*
832 10 Oct 85 20° 49.5'N 158° 24.6'W
*
Mooring deployed for Extended Duration Subsurface Mooring Project.
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c:
Table 17
R/V Thomas G. Thompson, Cruise Numer 191 Leg II
Honolulu - Guam, 10 Oct 85 - 2 Nov 85 =
1. George H. Tupper Chief Scientist WHOI
2. William M. Ostrom Mooring Supervisor WHOI
3. Sean M. Kery Mooring Technician WHO I 
4. Bryan S. Way Current Meter Technician WHOI
5. Brian Littlefield Current Meter Technician WHO I 
6. John H. Thomson Current Meter Technician WHOI
7. Scott E. Worrilow Release Technician WHOI
8. Ellen Levy Data Processor WHOI
9. Thomas Leahman Marine Technician University of Washington
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moorings of the ZONAL array, take XBTs every fifteen miles along
175°W. and 165°E. between the moorings, and launch a near-bottom
extended subsurface test mooring near Honolulu.
The R/ V THOMAS G. THOMPSON sai led from Honol ul u at 1600
c:
local time. The first task was the launch of mooring 832, an
extended test of two releases and two current meters just c:
recovered from the two-year moorings (Fig. 19). A fresh release
with a two-year battery is at the bottom of the mooring as the
acti ve release. The goal of the program is to evaluate the three
to four year potential of our instruments.
After the launch; the ship headed northwest toward mooring
824 (Fig. 20) On the way, a seaman suffered a head injury severe
enough to divert us to Midway Island. After he was examined and
treated, the ship sailed again, headed for mooring 824, but he
had a seizure, making a second diversion to Midway necessary.
This cost about two days of shiptime, but the good weather helped
make up the difference by allowing faster cruise speeds.
All the moorings were recovered routinely except for the
last one, number 815. As the third cluster of balls was taken
aboard, somehow a turn of wire wound around the sheave and broke.
This meant that the release and the bottom cluster of balls was
free of the ship, about a mile away, on a dark night. The
acoustic towfish was re-deployed over the stern and we began
ranging on the release, using the clocked keyer to send out an
interrogate pulse precisely every two seconds. With the echo
sounder on the two second sweep, the range to the release was
displayed graphically, making it a simple matter to steer the
66
ship to the release. It was sighted when about 100 yards ahead.
After this recovery, the ship steamed southwest, arriving in
Guam on the 2nd of November, 1985.
Table 16 summarizes the mooring work on leg II.
personnel appear in Table 17.
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c=
C r ui s e
=
I V. RESULTS, I MPROVEMENTS, PROBLEMS
t:
A. Data Return
Figure 21 shows the overall data return for the ZONAL
experiment. Each current meter symbol represents the two years
t:
of the array. The top half represents the first year of the
deployment, the bottom half represents the second. For example,
a totally black symbol means that the data was good both years;
white on top half, black on bottom means bad first year. good
second year. The partial symbol represents a current meter whose
battery ran down early. If a current meter did not record
current speed and direction, but recorded temperature and
pressure, it was called bad (whi te) .
B. Wire Re-use
During the planning of the ZONAL array, it was realized that
12 of the moorings would be turned around (recovered and re-
deployed) after the first year. Careful attention to the design
of the moorings and care during recovery at sea has resulted in
the successful re-use of a large percentage of the mooring wire
and Kevlar. Short, "sacrificial" shots (lengths) of wire were
designed into the moorings near the glass ball clusters to bear
the brunt of the tangles usually found there, leaving the long
shots to survive virtually tangle-free. Of 41,000 meters of
mooring wire, 28,600 meters, or 70% was re-used. Of 22,000
meters of Kevlar, 17,900 meters were re-used, or 81 %.
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Fig. 21 Data Return, ZONAL Pacific Experiment
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C. Release Tracking Using PGR and Towfish
Two things have combined to' make re-Iocation of moorings
with acoustic releases easier. i:
1. A clock has been built to trigger the transponder output
pulse from the deck gear at precise intervals. This allows a
visual presentation of the range to the release on the PGR, or
echo sounder.
2. An inexpensive towfish has been built which can be towed
c
by the ship at speeds up to 6 knots. The acoustic transducer is
mounted in this fish, allowing release interrogation and ranging
without stopping the ship. Hull-mounted transducers are another
alternative, but not all ships have public transducer wells.
Hull mounts also pick up a fair amount of ship's noise and when,
the weather is rough, cavitation, bubbles, and heaving in and out
of the water make them less than ideal acoustic receivers.
The usefulness of this technique was demonstrated during the
recovery of the last ZONAL mooring, number 815, in the middle of
the night of 27 October, 1985. For some reason, the wi re near
the third glass ball cluster fouled on the rehaul sheave,
breaking the wire, leaving the bottom cluster of glass balls with
the release han9ing under it drifting free about a mile from the
ship. The towfish was re-deployed over the stern and began
interrogating the release at two second intervals. With the PGR
on a two second sweep, the range to the release could be easily
seen. The ship got under way and was guided to the ball cluster
in 28 minutes. In 1981 an identical thing happened during the
recovery of mooring 703 (Bradley, P. 25). Re-locating the ball
cluster at night without this system required six hours.
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cD. Release Problems
1. Acoustic Release Implosion, MoorinG 805, 3 Dec 83
It is still unclear why release number 601 imploded on
c
mooring 805. I t had been owned by t he group for 10 years and had
been deployed many times at depths greater than 5,000 meters for
periods of one year. 6,236 meters was, however, the deepest it
had been. One clue, perhaps, is the fact that a glass ball about
two meters away had imploded also. This raises the possibility
of sympathetic implosion. Even if that is what happened, we
don't know which one caused it. Logic says the ball did it,
because I have seen many imploded balls and only one imploded
instrument, but the facts are that we will never know for sure,
2. Release Actuation after Deployment-MoorinG 820, 6 Oct 84
On inspection after the failure, pins J and K of circuit
connector J4 were found to arc when the pinger pinged, causing a
false fire signal. Why it didn't show up when lowered to 2, 000
meters for testing was not clear. Subsequently, in February,
1985, it was rejected from being used on a mooring for failing
the air acoustics pre-launch checks. The trans d uc e r cerami c was
subsequently found to be cracked, and was replaced. The problem
with arcing could not be duplicated, but it is conceivable that a
cracked transducer could shift position under great pressure. If
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it shifted to a low impedance or shorted position, the pinger
circuitry could be overloaded to the point of arcing.
This release is presently deployed off Hawaii as the active
release on mooring 832, the extended duration subsurface mooring.
No problems were encountered during the deployment. In December,
1986, it was interrogated by S. Worrilow and was working fine.
c
c:
3. Release Firinq after Moorinq Recovery-Number 502721, Sep 85
This release was stored in the main lab of the ship and
fi red when a door slammed loudly. Thi s release was badly damaged
near the transducer area during recovery. It got caught under
the stern of the shi p and the transducer protecti ve cage was
ri pped off. Mechanical shock has to be suspected here, since the
release stayed in the water for two years without firing
prematurely. On inspection, the listening amplifier was very
noi sy and needed replacement, and the D1 board was found to be
out of tune and would receive receiver 2,3,4, and 5.
4. Release No. 324, Failed to Release. Moorinq 794. Oc t 85
On inspection, the squib firing battery was dead. In the
lab this was traced to a leaky squib. This is a very distur9ing
malfunction, because every squib which goes into a Buoy Group
release is checked for leakage. The only conclusion that fits is
that sometime during the deployment, the squib began to leak,
drawing down the firing battery.
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E. VMCM Problems
Of the seven VMCMs deployed in the first setting of ZONAL,
1983-1984, one flooded, three had water in the sting, and the
remaining three had suspicious rotor drop-out problems. Jim
Val de s, He ad of Buoy Group Tec hni c al Suppor t, has s pe nt muc h of
c:
his time troubleshooting this problem. The fol i owi ng "Z ONAL -
=
VMCM Rotor Report"' is his conclusion as to what was wrong with
the first setting of VMCMs in ZONAL.
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ZONAL - VMCM Rotor .Report
Summary
The first group of Vector measuring Current Meters recovered
from the ZONAL Pacific Array presented several unique problems.
Three of the instruments experienced flooded stings and four
others had rotor problems characteristic of missing counts (Fig.
22, 23). Figure 23 is a typical VMCM time series; note the
smooth transi ti on through zero for Rotor 1 and Rotor 2. Figure
22 is a time series from ZONAL I; note the disconinuity about
zero.
BackGround
This was the first major deployment of VMCMs several hundred
meters deep on subsurface moorings. The deployments prior to
ZONAL had been on surface moorings under a toroid (CODE) or
discus (LOTUS) buoy. The results from LOTUS were disappointing.
The bearing assemblies in the VMCMs were literally falling apart
from the dynami cs under the buoy, In an effort to reduce the
axial forces on the bearing assemblies, the bearing endplay was
reduced to zero, effectively preloading the bearings. In the
presence of this preloading the dynamics introduced by the
surface float are adequate to maintain the VMCM rotors above
threshold, those on a quiet subsurface mooring are not.
Unfortunately, this assembly procedure carried through to those
instruments prepared for deployment on ZONAL as wel~.'
The VMCMs recovered from the first setting of the ZONAL
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array exhibited several electro-mechanical problems, most of
which were related to the sting assembly. An analysis of the hub c
assembly indicated the possibility of inadequate O-Ring
compression between the window and the face as well as an
interference fit between a foil run on the Sony board and the c:
shoulder on which it rests. This contact resulted in the Sony
signal being shunted to ground with a corresponding loss in rotor
counts. The interference problem is aggravated with depth. As
the ambient pressure increases the likelihood of contact
increases. Of the seven instruments recovered from ZONAL I,
three had shallow-water leaks in the sting, one main housing
Ie ake d, and the re mai ni ng t hre e had rot or dropout prob1 ems.
After the recovery, our efforts concentrated on trying to
duplicate the ~roblem ,in the laboratory. These tests indicated
that the Sony interference would duplicate the dropout over a
very narrow range of si gnal leakage to ground. In retrospect,
this was most likely not the cause of our rotor failures. The
faulty diode boards were redesigned and replaced. More
importantly, the instruments were modified to permit a vacuum to
be pulled on the sting assembly. The' vacuum ensures that all
O-Rings are properly seated, thus precluding any possibility of
shallow-water leaks.
After completing these modifications a short~term subsurface
mooring was set to test the VMCMs, with a VACM included as a
reference. The results were shocking. It appeared as though all
of the VMCMs had rotor dropout problems similar to those observed
on ZONAL I. One i mproveme nt was not e d; none of the ins tr ume nt s
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leaked. An evaluation, using the reference VACM, suggested a
VMCM rotor threshold of nearly 6 cm./sec. This indicated a
c
mechanical problem as the instruments tested fine electronically
in the cold. After recovery the instruments had been placed in a
cold chamber at 3D C. for monitoring. Mechanically the rotqrs
seemed a bit sluggish. Some would turn freely in the
recirculating air of the cold chamber and others would not.
Rotor shaft endplay was noted as .0001.001 in., an indication
c:
that the bearing assemblies were pre10aded. At room temperature
the endplay was noted as .001/.002 in. and the rotors turned
freely. Clearly, there was a mechanical binding at the low
temperature. An analysis of the hub assembly revealed a
differential shrinkage due to temperature of .0012/.0015 in.,
between the stainless steel shaft and the aluminum hub combined
with the delrin endcap. ' In addition, the procedure recommended
for affixing the bearings to the shaft was in error. The method
utilized recommended a shaft endplay of .003/.005 inches before
the bearings were locked to the shaft, which is essentially the
internal clearance of the beari ngs. After locking the bearings
in place the endplay at room temperature is .000/.001 in. When
one considers the shrinkage due to temperature it's obvoius that
therewi1i be a problem. In a related item, the inside of the
delrin cap also shrinks by .001 in., effectively grabbing the
outer race of the bearing, fixing it in position relative to
the hub. The procedure for locking the bearings on the shaft
evolved during the LOTUS program in an effort to prolong the life
of the bearings. Post-LOTUS accelerated lab tests suggested that
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locking the inner raçe to the shaft significantly prolonged the
life of the bearings.
This was a satisfactory explanation for the results of the
test mooring but not for ZONAL I. . Those bearings had not been
c:
fixed to the shaft. In the intervening period ZONAL II was
recovered and yielded nearly 100% data return. Why? During the
time ZONAL I was in the water several of the mechanical parts of
the hub assembly were "fine tuned" to ease in assembly. New
c
shafts were procured. This new design provided tenths of a
thousandth clearance between the shaft and the inner race of the
bearing. The older shafts had essentially been a press fit.
This, I believe, was the ZONAL I scenario - the shaft
endplay was set to .003 in., and the bearings were a tight fit on
the shaft. At depth, the decrease in temperature locked the
bearing in the endcap and the differential shrinkage preloaded
the bearings res~lting in a high rotor threshold. Exami na ti on of
the records suggests a threshold in the order of 3 to 4 cm. /sec.,
for those instruments which did not flood. Unlike the more
conventional VACM which has a unidirectional sensor, the VMCM has
two rotors mounted orthogonally on the sting, which reverse
direction of rotation in response to the dri~ing current. We
then are dealing with the cosine response of the sensors and
their individual thresholds. The only significant difference
between the settings of ZONAL I and II was the fit between the
bearings and the shaft. Clearances were again. 003 in. mi nus
the shrinkage of 0015 in., leaving approximately. 001 in. of
endplay remaining IF the inner race of the bearing can slide on
the shaft.
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Since the ZONAL experiment, the procedures for setting and
verifying the instrument bearing clearances have been modified.
All instruments are checked in the cold chamber prior to
c
deployment and all endplays are noted. As a final check, the
shaft is tested to ensure that it is free to turn and is able to
cog in the cold due to the attraction between the Sony diodes and
the magnetic pick-up.
c
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v. ZONAL MOORI NG DRA WI NGS c
This section contains every mooring launched or recovered
for the ZONAL experi mente They are presented in the o~der they c
were launched, beginning with mooring 793. 793, 794, etc. are
the WHOI Buoy G~oup Mooring Numbers, assigned sequentially as
moorings are launched by the group. The "ZONAL NUMBER", 1-14, is
simply a way of identifying the moo~ing' s position in the array
and was assigned long before the moorings went in the water. The
instrument data numbers consist of the mooring number followed by
a single digit signifying the vertical placement of the
instrument in the moo~ing. For example, data number 7943 ls the
third current meter from the top on mooring 794; 8251 is the data
record from the top current meter on mooring 825.
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I ZONAL ARMY I
Data No. Depth
168 m V-I06-P7931
7932 669 m V-0683
§
7933 4018 m
6105 m
WOODS HOLE OCEANOGRAPHIC INSTITUTION
WOODS HOLE. MASS. 02S43 TITLE
PROJ.
SHEET OF
BY M",y R",,,,,,,
c"cic.."ë~
DATE ?';1 .Tun 87
sr 110IA
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3 ball radio float w/lite
2 m ~" chain
17" balls
2 m 3/8" chain
c
Pressure VACM
478 m 3/16" wire rope
17" balls
2 m 3/8" chain
VACM
1000 m 3/16" wire
417 m 3/16" wire
880 m !" Kevlar
1000 m !" Kevlar
17" balls
2 m 3/8" chain
VACM
600 m 3/16" wire
600 m 3/16" wire
200 m 3/16" wire
300 m 3/16" wire
49 m 3/16" wire
25 m 3/16" wire
25 m 3/16" wire
50 m 3/16" wire
100 m 3/16" wire
100 m 3/16" wire
17" balls
2 m 3/8" chain
Tandem releases
3 m ~" chain
10 m 13/16" nylon
5 m ~" chain
3-400 1 h ¡n;,,"'p ;inchax.Janfrut
MOORING 793 - ZONAL No. 2
Launched 24 Oct 83
Recovered 30 Sep 85
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I ZONAL ARMY I
Data No. Depth
7941 165 m
~
./~,__.._"-J---"-~./.._-AA~-r-
7942 665 m
7943 4016 m
~.~
~ v-5ll'
5713 m
WOODS HOLE OCEANOGRAPHIC INSTITUTION
WOODS HOLE. MASS. 02S43
PROJ. By M~y Rpp~p
c.I\_c¥.J. "" 1l(;SHEET OF DATE 24 Jun 87
TITLE
SP IIUIA
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c
3 ball radio float w/lite
2 m i" chain
1 7" balls
2 m 3/8" chain
c
Pressure VACM
478 m 3/16" wire
17" balls
2 m 3/8" chain
VACM
1000 m 3/16" wire
417 m 3/16" wire
1000 m i" Kevlar
881 m i" Kevlar
17" balls
2 m 3/8" chain
VACM
751 m 3/16" wire
249 m 3/16" wire
400 m 3/16" wire
10 m 3/16" wire
50 m 3/16" wire
200 m 3/16" wire
16" balls
2 m 3/8" chain
Tandem releases
3 m i" chain
10 m 13/16" nylon
5 m i" chain
34Oac-acoor-w/-Inf-Gr-th
MOORING 794 - ZONAL No. 1
Launched 25 Oct 83
Recovered 1 Oct 85
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Data No. Depth
7951 146 In
~
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~
c
3 ball radio float w/lite
~
1
~
2 m 1" chain
17" balls
2 m 3/8" chain
c
V-1l8-P Pressure VACM
(ß
50 m 3/16" wire
378 m 3/16" wire
50 m 3/16" wire
17" balls
2 m 3/8" chain
7952 646 In M-191-C 850 current meter
250 m 3/16" ivir,"
100 In 3/16" wi::~!
1000 m 3/16" wi~e
847 IT !" Kevlar
1000 In !" Kevlar
100 m 3/16' wire
17" balls
2 In 3/5" chair.
VACM
100 m 3/16" ',,r.:-s
800 m 3/16;' wire
500 m 3/16" wire
10 In 3/16" WJ,i--(.
50 m 3/16" wire
100 m 3/16" 'w.i-ie
200 m 3/16" wire
25 In 3/16" wire
17" balls
2 m 3/8" chain
5837 In
Acoustic release
3 In l" chain
10 m 13/16" nylon
-i............
0_~__3400 lb. 
InçicenaachQr ow/Danforth
5 m ,1" ci1ain
WOODS HOLE OCEANOGRAPHIC INSTITUTION
WOODS HOLE. MASS. 02543
By Ma'f Reese
Ck.W¿ .lIr~OF DATE 10 A¡¿r R7
TITLE
MOORING 795 - ZONAL No. 6
Launched 31 Oct 83
Recovered 27 Oct 84
PROJ.
SHEET
sp mUlA
84
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Data No. Depth
7961 159 m
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WOODS HOLE OCEANOGRAPHIC INSTITUTION
WOODS HOLE, MASS. 02543
TITLE
PROJ.
SHEET OF
By Mriy Rppc:p
C~.dc.. 4?tf?DATE 111 /:rr A7
SP mulA
85
---
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c:
3 ball radio float w/ lite
2 m !" chain
17" balls
2 m 3/8" chain c:
Pressure VACM
50 m 3/16" wire
378 m 3/16" wire
50 m 3/16" wire
17" balls
2 m 3/8" chain
850 current meter
100 m 3/16" wire
1000 m 3/16" wire
250 m 3/16" wire
848 m l" Kevlar
1000 m' l" Kevlar
100 m 3/16" wire
17" balls
2 m 3/8" chain
850 current meter
100 m 3/16" wire
600 m 3/16" wire
100 m 3/16" wire
500 m 3/16" wire
100 m 3/16" wire
10 m 3/16" wire
25 m 3/16" wire
200 m 3/16" wire
100 m 3/16" wire
50 m 3/16" wire
17" balls
2 m 3/8" chain
Acoustic release
3 m !" chain
10 m 13/16" nylon
5 m !" chain
.34.Qib~-ice, _anchor w/Danforth
MOORING 796 - ZONAL No. 5
Launched 1 Nov 83
Recovered 25 Oct 84
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Data No. Depth7971 147 m
7972
(j
647 m M-277-C
1
k (i
7973 M-272-C3997 m
1
t
5578 m
~
.. #601186
5598 m
f
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WOODS HOLE OCEANOGRAPHIC INSTITUTION
WOODS HOLE, MASS. 02S43
BY May Reese
ChcuJecl JJ1rf;OF ~ATE 1 S Apr 87
TITLE
PROJ.
SHEET
Sf I10U
86
c
3 ball radio float w/lite
2 m ;" chain
1 7" balls
Pressure VACM c
50 m 3/16" wire
378 m 3/16" wire
50 m 3/16" wire
17" balls
2 m 3/8" chain
850 current meter
100 m 3/16" wire
1000 m 3/16" wire
250 m 3/16" wire
848 m l" Kevlar
1000 m l" Kevlar
100 m 3/16" wire
17" balls
2 m 3/8" chain
850 current meter
100 m 3/16" wire
600 m 3/16" wire
500 m 3/16" wire
100 m 3/16" wire
100 m 3/16" wire
50 m 3/16" wire
50 m 3/16" wire
50 m 3/16" wire
17" balls
2 m 3/8" chain
Acoustic release
3 m ;" chain
10 m 13/16" nylon
5 m l" chain
3400 lh m"'''e-",n,.nnr win", T' Fnrrn
MOORING 797 - ZONAL No. 4
Launched 4 Nov 83
Recovered 23 Oct 84
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143 m f' V-139-P7981
~ 8)
7982 643 m !~ M-238-C
7983 3993 m
~ e
W M-250-C
5424 m
~B
tU #X1l5
t
Jt~---~y/5444 m
WOODS HOLE OCEANOGRAPHIC INSTITUTION
WOODS HOLE. MASS. 02543
TITLE
PROJ.
SHEET
BY M'? R¡=¡=c:¡=
Ckee/tiJ 4P;¡ --DATE 16 Apr 87OF
SP mulA
87
c:
3 ball radio float w/lite
2 m 1" chain
17" balls
2 m 3/8" chain
c
Pressure VACM
50 m 3/16" wire
378 m 3/16" wire
50 m 3/16" wire
17" balls
2 m 3/8" chain
850 current meter
100 m 3/16" wire
1000 m 3/16" wire
100 m 3/16" wire
1000 m i" Kevlar
847 m i" Kevlar
250 m 3/16" wire
17" balls
2 m 3/8" chain
850 current meter
100 m 3/16" wire
500 m 3/16" wire
400 m 3/16" wire
50 m 3/16" wire
50 m 3/16" wire
200 m 3/16" wire
100 m 3/16" wire
17" balls
2 m 3/8" chain
Acoustic release
3 m 1" chain
10 m 13/16" nylon
5 m 1" chain
3400 lb.c.eanc.Dao.
MOORING 798 - ZONAL No. 3
Launched 6 Nov 83
Recovered 21 Oct 84
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Data No. Depth
7991 157 m
7992
WOODS
PROJ.
$HEET
Sf 1168l
HOLE OCEANOGRAPHIC INSTITUTION
WOODS HOLE. MASS. 02543
By_ Mat¡ Reese
C".du' A7
DATE i. Apr 87
657 m
4962 m
OF
~ ~
__"-''~~__,.,.~__'-A--..-A~__~-
c:
,~
~a 3 ball radio float w/lite
2 m ~" chain
1 7" balls
2 m 3/8" chain
\
~
~
(j
c:
V-325-P Pressure VACM
50 m 3/16" wire
378 m 3/16" wire
50 m 3/16" wire
1 7" balls
2 m 3/8" chain
~
V-002 VMCM
100 m 3/16" wire
1000 m 3/16" wire
250 m 3/16" wire
1000 i." Kevlar
867 m i." Kevlar
100 m 3/16" wire
17" balls
2 m 3/8" chain
'iJ (§
M-207-C 850 current meter
100 m 3/16" wire
25 m 3/16" wire
25 m 3/16" wire
500 m 3/16" wire
200 m 3/16" wire
10 m 3/16" wire
25 m 3/16" wire
25 m 3/16" wire
~
17" balls
2 m 3/8" chain
#601407 Acoustic release
3 m ~" chain
10 m 13/16" nylon
~. 5 m~" chain
, -v~'yO lb. mace anchor w/Danforth
TITLE MOORING 799 - ZONAL No. 7
Launched 20 Nov 83
Recovered J 3 Oct 84
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Data No. Depth
8001 148 m
8002 648,m
8003 3999 m
4906 m
4926 m
/,-- ~
-,"-~l.--.___~..--~,----_____ -l
r:
3 ball radio float w/lite
2 m l" chain
1 7" balls
2 m 3/8" chain
r:
V-591-P Pressure VACM
50 m 3/16" wire
378 m 3/16" wire
50 m 3/16" wire
17" balls
2 m 3/8" chain
V-007 VMCM
(§
10 m 3/16" wire
100 m 3/16" wire
1000 m 3/16" wire
250 m 3/16" wire
867 m i" Kevlar
990 m i" Kevlar
100 m 3/16" wire
17" balls
2 m 3/8" chain
M-257-C 850 current meter
100 m 3/16" wire
83 m 3/16" wire
100 m 3/16" wire
j
Ii
I
~ ~
~, #104
~
1 10 m 13/16" nylon
. .____._~._" 5 m l" chain
........
_____ %ji ._ ""'')/1LlIO lb ma~h()r
500 m 3/16" wire
100 m 3/16" wire
l7" balls
2 m 3/8" chain
Acoustic release
3 m l" ëhain
w /D;in fnrI_
TITLEWOODS HOLE OCEANOGRAPHIC INSTITUTION
WOODS HOLE, MASS. 02543 MOORING 800 - ZONAL No. 8
Launched 22 Nov 83
Recovered 12 Oct 84PROJ.
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ch~k l,"J/A~"'A
DATE 21 Apr 87
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169 m
669 m
4019 m
5297 m
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c
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V-179-P
e
V-aD
~
M- 260-C
(j
I: #341
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WOODS HOLE OCEANOGRAPHIC INSTITUTION
WOODS HOLE. MASS. 02543
TITLE
PROJ.
SHEET
Sf l1UA
OF
BY MrlY Rppsp
Cliic/q.L ~1ltJDATE ?3 Apr 87
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3 ball radio float w/lite
2 m l" chain
17" balls
2 m 3/8" chain
Pressure VACM
c
50 m 3/16" wire
378 m 3/16" wire
50 m 3/16" wire
17" balls
2 m 3/8" chain
VMCM
100 m 3/16" wire
1000 m 3/16" wire
250 m 3/16" wire
1000 m i" Kevlar
867 m i" Kevlar
ioa m 3/16" wire
17" balls
2 m 3/8" chain
850 current meter
ioa m 3/16" wire
500 m 3/16" wire
25 m 3/16" wire
25 m 3/16" wire
300 m 3/16" wire
100 m 3/16" wire
100 m 3/16" wire
100 m 3/16" wire
17" balls
2 m 3/8" chain
Acoustic release
3 m 3/8" chain
10 m 13/16" nylon
5 m l" chain
3400 lb. mace anchor w/Danfortn
MOORING 801 - ZONAL No. 14
Launched 27 Nov 83
Recovered 6 Oct 84
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8021 154 m
/,""
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8022 654 m
c
3 ball radio float w/1ite
B
2 m !" chain
1 7" balls
2 m 3/8" chain
c:
V-204-P Pressure VACM
6)
50 m 3/16" wire
378 m 3/16" wire
50 m 3/16" wire
17" balls
2 m 3/8" chain
" J;
VM-030-P Pressure VMCM
100 m 3/16" wire
1000 m 3/16" wire
250 m 3/16" wire
867 m l" Kevlar
1000 m l" Kevlar
8023 4004 m M- 264-C
100 m 3/16" wire
17" balls
2 m 3/8" chain
850 current meter
e
5353.!!_______
100 m 3/16" wire
500 m 3/16" wire
500 m 3/16" wire
100 m 3/16" wire
100 m 3/16" wire
17" balls
2 m 3/8" chain
5333 m Acoustic release
3 m !" chain
10 m 13/16" nylon
5 m !" chain
~--.--3400 _ ~.-i-.ruho.r .\i.Lori:
,.
WOODS HOLE OCEANOGRAPHIC INSTITUTION
WOODS HOLE. MASS. 02543
TITLE MOORING 802 - ZONAL No. 13
Launched 28 Nov 83
Recovered 4 Oct 84PROJ.
SHEET OF
BY Mf. RpPC:p
Ch~c..il ,k1 ~DATE 24 Al)r 87
s. I1UIA
91
~ ....
,~~~~_._,,----,,,._",-,,,-,,,,,._'~~'-~'~~""----'''--
~ ,\ .l~
8031 181 m
c:
Syntactic sphere wlradio & lite
Data No. Depth 2 m 3/8" chain
10 m 3/16" wire
V-195-P Pressure VACM c
1
~ €)
,
t
50 m 3/16" wire
388 m 3/16" wire
50 m 3/16" wire
17" balls
3 m 3/8" chain
8032 681 m VM-041-P Pressure VMCM
100 m 3/16" wire
1000 m 3/16" wire
250 m 3/16" wire
1000 m l" Kevlar
875 m l" Kev1ar
(i
100 m 3/16" wire
17" balls
2 m 3/8" chain
8033 4031 m ~ M-261-C
1
850 current meter
100 m 3/16" wire
ItoO
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"lct.y
Holulu
I ZONAL ARRY I 
4911 m
400 m 3/16" wire
100 m 3/16" wire
25 m 3/16" wire
232 ~ 3/16" wire
4q11 m
~ l§ 17" balls
i 2 m 3/8" chain
t- #601086 Acoustic release
ft 3 m l" chain
b 10 m 13/16" nylon
5 m l" chain
__---. _-.ADD._lb. ..mace,.anchor ,w/Danforth
WOODS HOLE OCEANOGRAPHIC INSTITUTION
WOODS HOLE. MASS. 02543
TITLE MOORING 803 - ZONAL No.12
Launched 30 Nov 83
Recovered 3 Oct 84
SHEET OF
BY May Reese
Clicc/ .p1lt9DATE )7 Äpr i:7
PROJ.
SP 110S1
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'-~~_,/,___~"-~¡._,;,_._-",__..J_,__'\_,__"",_,_ '___;L_~----'
,,' .--v
Data No. Depth
8041 ~ V-18-P
i
t
1
l
k rÐ
~ VM-026-P
vi
I
~~
~
~ 11- 206-C
135 il
8042 636 il
8043 3985 il
'~' ,¡o l:f.. l~
.
. .
.
=,.
.
. .
. .
.
.,
I'i.dw.y
K.oluh:
I ZONAL ARRAY I
5892 il
5912 m
WOODS HOLE OCEANOGRAPHIC INSTITUTION
WOODS HOLE. MASS. 02543
.. PROJ. BY May Reese
Cl\.ck 1/1r#SHEET OF DATE ?R Apr 87
TITLE
Sf mU8A
93
E
Syntactic sphere w/radio & lite
2 il 3/8" chain
5 In 3/8" chain
5 il 3/8" chain
Pressure VACM
c:
100 il 3/16" wire
10 il 3/16" wire
10 In 3/16" wire
10 il 3/16" wire
25 In 3/16" wire
100 In 3/16" wire
232 In 3/16" wire
1 il 3/8" chain
17" balls
2 In 3/8" chain
Pressure VMCM
100 In 3/16" wire
1000 In 3/16" wire
250 In 3/16" wire
256 m l" Kevlar
744 m l" Kevlar
875 m l" Kevlar
100 m 3/16" wire
17" balls
2 il 3/8" chain
850 current meter
100 m 3/16" wire
699 m 3/16" wire
301 il 3/16" wire
25 il 3/16" wire
25 il 3/16" wire
25 m 3/16" wire
100 m 3/16" wire
300 m 3/16" wire
300 il 3/16" wire
17" balls
2 il 3/8" chain
Acoustic release
3 m l" chain
10 m 13/16" nylon
5 m l" chain
,.340.0_ ,.lb ._mace .anc:or,__wLDan£or.th
MOORING 804 - ZONAL No.ll
Launched 1 Dec 83
Recovered 1 Oct 84
~ ~
--".
Da ta # Depth
.. A . .,
~_..'_~_"',_-A,___/"- _~,~A-,A."' ,j-,--- -- ,--.-__-A ',-
E:
None - This mooring failed
8 minutes after the
anchor hit the bottom~ The
acous tic release imploded
along with the bottom-most I
17" glass ball. r 151 m
The mooring was
recovered and deployed
again as Mooring 806
with a new release
and the same
current meters.
651 m
'to
4001 m
'10 100 i~o 'I" '~
. .
. . . .
.:... . .
. .
'"
..i.""..y
KOi..lu
""
I ZONAL ARRAY I 
6236 m
6256 m
I
l G(
\
~ #601 Acoustic release
, 3 m l" chain
i 10 m 13/16" nylon
~. 5 m l" chain
~-"'''-'7' ______.3OQ,ib~..maci=anchor "w/Danforth
~
~
.'
~
¡ e
,
~ V-326-P
l 0
~ V-17B-P
i
I
l;~ ~
PROJ.
WOODS HOLE OCEANOGRAPHIC INSTITUTION
WOODS HOLE. MASS. 02543
TITLE
SHEET OF
BY May Reese
C h.c.oJ l#l/FDATE 29 Aor 87
IP mulA
94
3 ball radio float w/lite
2 m l" chain
1 7" balls
2 m 3/8" chain =
Pressure VACM
50 m 3/16" wire
378 m 3/16" wire
50 m 3/16" wire
17" balls
2 m 3/8" chain
Pressure VACM
100 m 3/16" wire
740 m 3/16" wire
260 m 3/16" wire
250 m 3/16" wire
1000 m 1" Kevlar
509 . 6 m 1" Kevlar
200 m 1" Kevlar
139.4 m 1" Kevlar
100 m 3/16"' wire
17" balls
500 m 3/16" wire
1000 m 3/16" wire
100 m 3/16" wire
17" balls
2 m 3/8" chain
MOORING 805 - ZONAL No. 10
Launched 2 Dec 83
Recovered 2 Dec 83
'I" 'I" l¿o Ifi Iil
. .
. . . .
.
. . . .:.. .
"
Id"".y
KOlulli
I ZONAL ARMY I
Data No. Depth
8061 164 m
8062 664 m
....,....
.";=.:. .L....
8063 4013 m
6095 m
6?¡;7 m
~
~
_,.J,_~_
~~,: '~8
- -I...
". e
,
~ V-326-P
l e
I' V-178-P
.' ~
M-262-C
1
i
~
it
j
~ G
i
PROJ.
WOODS HOLE OCEANOGRAPHIC INSTITUTION
WOODS HOLE. MASS. 02543
TITLE
SHEET 0"-
cli ~J., ;1l:r R~",c:~
DATF 29 Apr 87
$P muii
95
E:
3 ball radio float w/lite
2 m ," chain
1 7" balls
2 m 3/8" chain i:
Pressure VACM
50 m 3/16" wire
378 m 3/16" wire
50 m 3/16" wire
17" balls
2 m 3/8" chain
Pressure VACM
250 m 3/16" wire
100 m 3/16" wire
260 m 3/16" wire
740 m 3/16" wire
1000 m ì" Kevlar
1394 m ì" Kevlar
200 m ì" Kevlar
509.6 m ì" Kevlar
100 m 3/16" wire
17" balls
2 m 3/8" chain
850 current meter
20 m 3/16" wire
1000 m 3/16" wire
500 m 3/16" wire
500 m 3/16" wire
10 m 3/16" wire
10 m 3/16" wire
17" balls
10 m 3/8" chain
y
Acoustic release
10 m ," chain
133 m 13/16" nylon
5 m ," chain
3400 lb. mace arn"n rnrrh. _
MOORING 806 - ZONAL No. 10
Launched 3 Dec 83
Recovered 30 Sep 84
't" 'r' 'l. 'fi .~
. .
. . . .
.
. . . .
.. .d
"i.ly
I ZONAL ARRAY I
Data No. Depth
8071 150 m
8072 653 rn
. ":;:::".
8073 4007 rn
6044 rn
6064 rn
~ ~
.-'\-,~A_-",_~,,~_A--_--_~
~
'-: - ~:~ 0)
#200303
6
V-OOl
~
\
~ M-175-C .
¡
I
PROJ.
WOODS HOLE OCEANOGRAPHIC INSTITUTION
WOODS HOLE. MASS. 0254
TITLE
SHEET OF
BY M~ Rppc:p
Ck~~~ lR .T~inp.' R7
Sf 11m
96
c:
3 ball radio float w/lite
2 m l" chain
L. 7" balls
2 rn 3/8" chain c:
Pressure VACM
50 m 3/16" wire
DACS relocation transponder
378 rn 3/16" wire
50 rn 3/16" wire
17" balls
2 rn 3/8" chain
VMCM
ioa rn 3/16" wire
1000 rn 3/16" wire
250 rn 3/16" wire
300 rn 3/16" wire
550 rn i" Kevlar
1000 rn i" Kev1ar
100 rn 3/16" wire
17" balls
2 rn 3/8" chain
850 current meter
ioa rn 3/16" wire
1000 m 3/16" wire
300 rn 3/16" wire
500 rn 3/16" wire
100 rn 3/16" wire
17" balls
5 rn 3/8" chain
Acoustic release
3 rn l" chain
10 rn 13/16" nylon
-141..ce. .ani:_w,LD;onf(wt-h
MOORING 807 - ZONAL No. 9
Launched 4 Dec 83
Recovered 28 Sep 84
't' 'I" ... 'II 'ro ,I¡
,
. .
. . . .
.
. . . .
.
... .
'"
"i..y
'"
MOiuba
""
I ZONIIL IIRRI Y I
Data No. Depth
168 m8151
8152 669 m
......."
8153 4021 m
6059
6079 m
WOODS
/'~
~
--"-~~,l"-___~~A,___--__----~~
~
,
~ (0
p V-588-P
B 0)
(¡ VM-028-P
l
i
~ B
~ ' V-680
¡
~ f~
~ '600986
~
.___nll~
PROJ.
HOLE OCEANOGRAPHIC INSTITUTION
WOODS HOLE. MASS. 02543
BY Mai. Reese
C".~ .J1'f May 87OF DATESHEET
s, iiiiu
TITLE
97
c
3 ball radio float w/lite
2 m li" chain
1 7" balls
2 m 3/8" chain
c:
Pressure VACM
50 m 3/16" wire
378 m 3/16" wire
50 m 3/16" wire
17" balls
2 m 3/8" chain
Pressure VMCM
100 m 3/16" wire
1000 m 3/16" wire
250 m 3/16" wire
1000 m 1:" Kevlar
868 m i." Kevlar
100 m 3/16" wire
17" balls
2 m 3/8" chain
VACM
ioa m 3/16" wire
1000 rn 3/16" wire
500 m 3/16" wire
300 m 3/16" wire
ioa m 3/16" wire
17" balls
5 m 3/8" chain
Acoustic release
3 m li" chain
10 m 13/16" nylon
5 m li" chain
1400_ 1 h mace anchQ.Lýl.LAnfon,b,___
MOORING 815 - ZONAL
Launched 29 Sep 84
Recovered 28 Oct 85
No.9
't' 'ZO "" ... .w
. .
. . . .
.
. . . .
~ .n
"......y
I ZONAL ARRAY I 
Data No. Depth
8161 143 In
8162
8163
~
~/"-'-.'-.l-''J.__~~_,~-''-'_~
~~
, ,
. "
643 In VM-038
€)
V-120-P
GJ
j
¡
i
f
3994 In
(§
V-5108
6092 In
(3
~ ~400i04
~/'6262 In
WOODS HOLE OCEANOGRAPHIC INSTITUTION
WOODS HOLE. MASS. 02543
PROJ._
SHEET OF
~p iil..
TITLE
E:
3 ball radio float w/lite
2 In !" chain
1 7" balls
2 In 3/8" chain c:
Pressure VACM
478 In 3/16" wire
17" balls
2 In 3/8" chain
VMCM
50 In 3/16" wire
300 In 3/16" wire
740 In 3/16" wire
260 In 3/16" wire
1000 i" Kevlar
139.4 rn 1" Kev1ar
200 rn i" Kev1ar
509 _ 6 In' k" Kev1ar-
100 rn 3/16" wire
17" balls
2 rn 3/8" chain
VACM
20 rn 3/16" wire
1000 rn 3/16" wire
500 rn 3/16" wire
500 rn 3/16" wire
20 rn 3/16" wire
20 rn 3/16" wire
17" balls
5 rn 3/8" chain
Acoustic release
3 rn !" chain
150 In l" wire10 In 13/16" nylon5 rn !" chain3 4il-iac..-chQL.wLDanfar
BY M;ix. !lpp",p
c".~ .H?r~DATE 5 M;iy 87
MOORING 816 - ZONAL No.10
Launched 30 Sep 84
Recovered 27 Oct 85
98
~Data No. Depth
8171 145 m
8172 646 m
',','-'"
". : 8173 3995 m,
't' .1. lZO 'ii .'".
. .
. . . .
.
=".
. .
.
'"
l'ldw.y
co
I ZONAL ARMY I
5881 m
5901 m
WOODS HOLE OCEANOGRAPHIC INSTITUTiON
WOODS HOLE. MASS, 02543
PROJ.______ -----e ~dl,~ M;;"lese
SHEET OF DATE S M~y R7
SP 110BI
VM-O 3 3
, G)
V-5104
99
~~~
~
Syntactic sphere w/radio & lite
2 m 3/8" chain
10 m i." wire
Pressure VACM
10 m 3/16" wire
478 m 3/16" wire
17" balls
2 m 3/8" chain
VMCM
1000 m 3/16" wire
ioa m 3/16" wire
ioa m 3/16" wire
875 m l:" Kevlar
744 m l:" Kevlar
256 m l:" Kevlar
250 m 3/16" wire
17" balls
2 m 3/8" chain
VACM
301 m 3/16" wire
699 m 3/16" wire
ioa m 3/16" wire
300 m 3/16" wire
300 m 3/16" wire
ioa m 3/16" wire
25 m 3/16" wire
25 m 3/16" wire
17" balls
5 m. 3/8" chain
E:
c:
Acoustic release
3 m ~" chain
10 m 3/16" nylon
5 m ~" chain
3400 lb. mace anchor w/Danforth
MOORING 817 - ZONAL No.ll
Launched 2 Oct 84
Recovered 27 Oct 85
~Data No. Depth
8181 153 m
(i
8182 653 m VM-018-P
G)
8183 4003 m
~
V- 386
'i' '1' l~O .~ ';:
,:if . 1. . ~
. . . . I
.
~
. .
"i-d..,.
,.1
I ZONAL ARRAY i
0
¡
5078 m
tË #356
5098 m
WOODS HOLE OCEANOGRAPHIC INSTITUTION
WOODS HOLE. MASS. 02543
PROJ. By May Reese
TITLE
SHEET DATE 5 May 1987OF
5P 111D8A
100
..
Syntactic sphere w/radio & lite =
2 m 3/8" chain
10 m l¡" wire
Pressure VACM
50 m 3/16" wire
388 m 3/16" wire
50 m 3/16" wire
17" balls
2 m 3/8" chain
Pressure VMCM
1000 m 3/16" wire
ioa m 3/16" wire
1000 m l¡" Kevlar
250 m 3/16" wire
868 m l¡" Kevlar
100 m 3/16" wire
1 7" balls
2 m 3/8" chain
VACM
50 m 3/16" wire
300 m 3/16" wire
500 m 3/16" wire
100 m 3/16" wire
100 m 3/16" wire
1'7" balls
2 m 3/8" chain
=
Acoustic release
3 m ~" chain
10 m 13/16" nylon
5 m ~" chain
3400 lb. mace anchor w/Danforth
MOORING 818 - ZONAL No. 12
Launched 4 Oct 84
Recovered 16 Oct 85
lt)
'10 lZO 'fr l~O
. ,
:~ .. .
.
. . . .
.
. .
'"
l'.ldw.y
lIlulli
I ZONAL ARRAY i
Data No. Depth
8191 155 rn
/'~ ~
~'
=-..: ~ A
-. 'I~
c:
3 ball radio float w/lite
o
2 rn l" chain
17" balls
2 rn 3/8" chain
c:
V-0127-P Pressure VACM
o
50 rn 3/16" wire
,378 rn 3/16" wire
50 rn 3/16" wire
17" balls
2 rn 3/8" chain
Pressure VMCM8192 655 rn VM-034-P
100 rn 3/16" wire
1000 rn 3/16" wire
250 rn 3/16" wire
867 rn ì" Keylar
1000 rn ì" Kevlar
~
100 rn 3/16" wire
17" balls
2 rn 3/8" chain
VACM
100 rn 3/16" wire
500 rn 3/16" wire
500 rn 3/16" wire
100 rn 3/16" wire
10 rn 3/16" wire
8193 4005 rn V-0661
5
50 rn 3/16" wire
17" ba,lls
5 rn 3/8" chain
~
Acoustic release
3 rn l" chain
10 rn 13/16" nylon
5 rn l" chain
'l 401-iac_an.choL wlD.an£or,th
5297 rn
WOODS HOLE OCEANOGRAPHIC INSTITUTION
WOODS HOLE. MASS. 02543
PROJ. BY May Reese
TITLE
MOORING 819 - ZONAL No.13
Launched 5 Oct 84
Recovered 25 Oct 85
SHEET OF DATE t: M"y fl?
sr milIA
101
't" 'I" no 'li .w
,
... .
. . . .
.
. . . .
.
. .
.......,
I ZONAL ARH,\Vl
The acoustic release Depth
malfunctioned and
161 m
released shortly after
the anchor hit bottom.
The instruents were
re-deployed on Mooring 821
wi th a new release.
661 m
4011 m ,
5312 m
G
VM-035-P
G
G
~
~
c:
3 ball radio float w/lite
2 m l" chain
17" balls
2 m 3/8" chain
Pressure VACM
478 m 3/16" wire
17" balls
2 m 3/8" chain
c:
· #503121
PROJ.
WOODS HOLE OCEANOGRAPHIC INSTITUTION
WOODS HOLE. MASS. 02543
TITLE
SHEET OF
SP moll
Pressure VMCM
1000 m 3/16" wire
350 m 3/16" wire
1000 m i" Kevlar
868 m i" Kev1ar
100 m 3/16" wire
17" balls
2,m 3/8" chain
VACM
1000 m 3/16" wire
20 m 3/16" wire
50 m 3/16" wire
200 m 3/16" wire
17" bans
5 m 3/8" chain
Acoustic release
3 m l" chain
10 m 13/16" nylon
5 m l" chain
-- 3400 lb. mace anchor w/Danforth
BY M",y Rpp"p
DATE 14 May 87
102
MOORING 820 - ZONAL No.l4
Launched 6 Oct 84
Recovered 6 Oct 84
'j!0 '1° lZO 'fl 1;¡
... .
. . . .
.
. . . .
.
. .
'"
"J.cl.,.
lliilulu
I ZONAL ARRAY I
Data No. Depth
8211 169 m
~,!
:'_, ,~~~ '~
':..~"I.~g
Vi)
V-178-P
§
8212 669 m e VM-035-P
,~
...;....:.,
8213 V-5107
t§
4020 m
~ (3
5330 m
'),')0 m ~~
WOODS HOLE OCEANOGRAPHIC INSTITUTION
WOODS HOLE. MASS, 02543
TITLE
PROJ. BY MAY Rpp,,p
SHEET OF DATE 27 MAY R7
IP 111U81
103
.. ,.
~----
c
3 ball radio float w/lite
2 m !" chain
1 7" balls
2 m 3/8" chain
Pressure VACM
478 m 3/16" wire
17" balls
2 m 3/8" chain
Pressure VMCM
1000 m 3/16" wire
350 m 3/16" wire
1000 m ì" Kevlar
868 m ì" Kevlar
50 m 3/16" wire
50 m 3/16" wire
17" balls
2 m 3/8" chain
VACM
200 m 3/16" wire
1030 m 3/16" wire
50 m 3/16" wire
17" balls
5 m 3/8" chain
c:
Acoustic release
3 m !" chain
10 m 13/16" nylon
5 m !" chain
3400-1b.mace anchor w/Danf-orth
MOORING 821 - ZONAL No. 14
Launched 7 Oct 84
Recovered 25 Oct 85
'~o
'1' l~O 'fl I~O
. .
. . . .
. ~
. . . .
.
. .a
~
"í.dw"y
--
, ,
Konolulu
I ZONAL ARRAY I J
~ e
Data No. Depth ~
~ V-185-P8221 148 m
~
B
8222 648 m p V-179-P
8223 M-273-C
§
3998 m
4906 m
4a?6 m
WOODS HOLE OCEANOGRAPHIC INSTITUTION
WOODS HOLE, MASS. 02543
PROJ. BY M~y Røø~ø
TITLE
SHEET DATE 29 May 87OF
sr l121lA
104
~ ,.
t:
3 ball radio float w/lite
2 m l" chain
17" balls
2 m 3/8" chain c
Pressure VACM
50 m 3/16" wire
378 m 3/16" wire
50 m 3/16" wire
17" balls
2 m 3/8" chain
Pressure VACM
20 m 3/16" wire
1000 m 3/16" wire
100 m 3/16" wire
250 m 3/16" wire
867 m i" Kevlar
980 m i" Kevlar
100 m 3/16" wire
17" balls
2 m 3/8" chain
850 current meter
20 m 3/16" wire
50 m 3/16" wire
10 m 3/16" wire
500 m 3/16" wire
100 m 3/16" wire
100 m 3/16" wire
100 m 3/16" wire
17" balls
5 m 3/8" chain
Acoustic release
3 m l" chain
10 m 13/16" nylon
5 m l" chain
~400 1 h m~ce-ho w/D9nrQ~th_
MOORING 822 - ZONAL No. 8
Launched 12 Oct 84
Recovered 23 Oct 85
It"
'l" 'l. Ib" ,..
. .
. . . .
.
.
~.
. .
.
. .
.,
"i..,1
I ZONAL ARRAY I
Data No. Depth
8231 166 m
~
_..,~_--..----_A.-A_ ..J.._.~--~
Acoustic release
3 m l" chain
10 m 13/16" wire
"' 5 m l" chain
~___--4DO__lb_.mce._anchor--W/~tortR
_,.~ I
, ,
, B
V-0195-P
G
8232 666 m VM-037-P
8233 4017 m
4944 m
4964 m
WOODS HOLE OCEANOGRAPHIC INSTITUTION
WOODS HOLE. MASS. 02543
TITLE
PROJ.
SHEET OF c~~J" ,;;¡/ee-.'iDATE :: .Timp A7
S, 112IU
105
c
3 ball radio float w/lite
2 m l" chain
17" balls
2 m 3/8" chain
Pressure VACM
c
50 m 3/16" wire
378 m 3/16" wire
50 m 3/16" wire
17" balls
2 m 3/8" chain
Pressure VMCM
100 m 3/16" wire
1000 m 3/16" wire
250 m 3/16" wire
868 m i" Kevlar
1000 m l" Kevlar
100 m 3/16" wire
17" balls
2 m 3/8" chain
850 current meter
400 m 3/16" wire
500 m 3/16" wire
17" balls
5 m 3/8" chain
MOORING 823 - ZONAL No.7
Launched 14 Oct 84
Recovered 22 Oct 85
't" 'lO 'If
,
':i ';:
, ~
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
~
.
. . .
..--~
.. ...
"idw.r
c:
I ZONAL IIRlIY I
~'
:-_, : '
. .
", §)
~
3 ball radio float w/1ite
8241 146 m
2 m ì" chain
1 7" balls
2 m 3/8" chain
c:
Data No. Depth
V-0591-P Pressure VACM
G
50 m 3/16" wire
378 m 3/16" wire
50 m 3/16" wire
17" balls
2 m 3/8" chain
8242 646 m M-269-C 850 current meter
100 m 3/16" wire
1000 m 3/16" wire
100 m 3/16" wire
1000 !" Kev1ar
868 m !" Kev1ar
ØJ
50 m 3/16" wire
200 m 3/16" wire
17" balls
8243 3996 m
2 m 3/8" chain
M-270-C 850 current meter
5411 m
1000 m 3/16" wire
20 m 3/16" wire
100 m 3/16" wire
200 m 3/16" wire
50 m 3/16" wire
10 m 3/16" wire
16" balls
5 m 3/8" chain
5431 m
Acoustic release
3 m ì" chain
10 m 3/16" nylon
5 m ì" chain1400..ll..ace.achr-wlD.an£.or.t
WOODS HOLE OCEANOGRAPHIC INSTITUTION
WOODS HOLE. MASS. 02543 TITLE MOORING 824 - ZONAL No.3Launched 21 Oct 84
Recovered 17 Oct 85PROJ.
SHEET OF
BY Mi'Y Rppc;p
ChecJu -b?iP ,DATE 5 ,June 87
S, 118lA
106
'l" '1"
.
.. .
. .
.
. .
.
10'" . .
Data No.
8251
8252
8253
WOODS
'li
.
. .
.-.À.-.. '._-l~'-__" .~-Á__./, _"-A'-~,__j.,~., ./"..../' '__
c
.. .
.
.,
.......y
~
t :07-P
l ~
~ M- 142-C
f
I
t
~ e
~ M- 21-C
i
l
I
l~
¡
~ .xi07
. 1
_--.L-l___,..._...,"".y
I ZONAL ARHAY I
Depth
156 m
656 m
4,006 m
5,630 m
PROJ.
SHEET
HOLE OCEANOGRAPHIC INSTITUTION
WOODS HOLE. MASS. 02543
Cllll~ ~* Rpp,,pOF DATE g June 87
SP 1I0BA
TITLE
107
~
~..
3 ball radio float wllite
2 m l" chain
17" balls
2 m 3/8" chain c:
Pressure VACM
50 m 3/16" wire
378 m 3/16" wire
50 m 3/16" wire
17" balls
2 m 3/8" chain
850 current meter
4 m 3/8" chain
96 m 3/16" wire
1000 m 3/16" wire
250 m 3/16" wire
868 m 1" Kevlar
1000 m 1" Kevlar
100 m 3/16" wire
17" balls
2 m 3/8" chain
850 current meter
1000 m 3/16" wire
300 m 3/16" wire
200 m 3/16" wire
50 m 3/16" wire
20 m 3/16" wire
20 m 3/16" wire
17" balls
5 m 3/8" chain
Acoustic release
3 m l" chain
10 m 13/16" nylon
5 m l" chain
i4.QO ,.lb,.mace_anchor, wI-Danforth
MOORING 825 - ZONAL No. 4
Launched 23 Oct 84
Recovered 18 Oct 85
'to 'I. ... .~ '::
, , .
.
... . .
.
. . . .
.
. .
.,
~
",...,.
, ,
. ~I
I ZONAL. ARRAY I
B €)
Data No. Depth ì
8261 160 m V-139-P
~
~
'h/-/A-
E
3 ball radio float w/lite
8262 660 m
2 m l" chain
17" balls
2 m 3/8" chain
c:
Pressure VACM
6)
50 m 3/16" wire
378 m 3/16" wire
50 m 3/16" wire
17" balls
2 m 3/8" chain
850 current meterM-198-C
100 m 3/16" wire
250 m 3/16" wire
1000 m 3/16" wire
868 m !" Kevlar
1000 m !" Kevlar
8263 4,010 m
(Z
~ M-259-C
100 m 3/16" wire
17" balls
2 m 3/8" chain
850 current meter
100 m 3/16" wire
600 m 3/16" wire
100 m 3/16" wire
200 m 3/16" wire
100 m 3/16" wire
500 m 3/16" wire
100 m 3/16" wire
25 m 3/16" wire
10 m 3/16" wire
20 m 3/16" wire
~ 17" ballsi 5 m 3/8" chain
5,801 m ~ #601086 Acoustic release
tt 3 m l" chain
. 10 m 13/16" nylon
A ::.._~." 5 m l" chain
5.821 ~--,-_., % I,. -~__-340.o.lb.mace-anchor,w,LDan.fort
WOODS HOLE OCEANOGRAPHIC INSTITUTION
WOODS HOLE. MASS. 02543
TITLE
MOORING 826 - ZONAL No. 5
Launched 26 Oct 84
Recovered 19 Oct 85
PROJ.
SHEET OF
BY MrlY RF!F!SF!
C"odu 41'PPDATE 10 .Tiin H7
SP 1I0IA
108
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